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Krishna flute meditation music for beginners free pdf download
There are many different types of flutes. Some are side-blown while others are blown straight on. Different countries have their own versions of flutes, with the more popular ones are those made by the Indians, Japanese, and Chinese. Of course, there are also the more complicated Western concert flutes that are used by professional musicians who
are a part of an orchestra. Flute music is created when a series of notes is hit by opening and closing the holes on the body of the instrument. When air is blown into the hole, the air inside the flute's hollow tube gets excited. Different pitches are achieved by blowing harmoniously or fundamentally into the tube, aside from covering the holes in the
flute's body. Flute music and sheets are easily available for download over the Internet today and they can be used by both novice and professional flute players in their performances. There are solos and ensemble compositions available as well. Flute music may also fall under different genres such as Broadway musical, traditional, children's songs,
pop rock, gospel, and contemporary. Practically speaking, any song can be transformed into flute music, although original compositions are getting quite popular today. Many highly regarded flute artists and performers create CD's of their own to share their songs and compositions with the others who appreciate the coolness and calmness of flute
music. Flute music is usually identified with the Native American Indians who normally use this instrument for their many activities. Traditional and historical musical pieces are currently being studied and played by today's flute beginners and aspirants. Page 2 Cinematic Moments by Audiocalm A beautiful and emotional modern classical underscore
in Hollywood's movie style. Ideal background music for the romantic film trailer, family reunions, emotional and reflective moments, wedding reception, heartfelt drama with the inspiring feel of happiness. Featuring instruments are piano, strings, drums, celeste, flute. Great for: film, trailer, video game, slideshow. Download MP3 China Dream by
Infraction This crazy and punchy oriental trap track features an addictive and punchy melody, a driving trap bass line, intriguing leads, and crazy percussion. Not only will grab your audience's attention but it will also highlight a great TV product. Great for visual media, YouTube videos, and short commercials. Download MP3 Spirit Of Magical India
by ColourTunes Graceful, magical Indian royalty-free music for your unique projects. This world ethnic soundtrack will seduce Bollywood fans who appreciate the authentic, sophisticated and elegant sound. This music theme features traditional instruments as sitar, tabla, bansuri, tampura, santoor, bamboo flute and several others. It will be great for
any projects related to India. Still, you can also use it in your today's modern commercials, promos, movies, trailers, video games, youtube contents, travel and nature videos and more... Enjoy!! Download MP3 The Pace Of Africa by Geoff Harvey This explosive marimba track evoked the bustling activity and enthusiasm of a busy scene in a city or
market. The driving pulse of ethnic drums provides the backing while frenetic marimba arpeggios and sweeping flute phrases whip up the sense of excitement. A hint of tribal flavor can be heard in the background as choral bursts punctuate the action. A modern take on African dance music, the track works well for development projects, exploration,
regeneration of tourism, or where an African theme is needed. Download MP3 Nature Documentary by LexinMusic Fabulous thematic orchestration that unfolds as a musical story. Performed with wonderful strings, angelic harp, and Celtic flutes to create a romantic fairytale atmosphere in the Disney tradition. Perfect for short light intro, nature
documentaries, title or background music for magic tales, travel vlogs, motion graphics, or a variety of other uses. Download MP3 China Nature by Eitan Epstein Music Сhina Nature is a beautiful and atmospheric track, full of lyric and tender. Great for travel and ethnic films, nature and meditation videos, landscapes and much more. Also perfect for
romantic and sentimental scenes, Asian and Chinese backgrounds and much more. Mood: relax, peaceful, breezy, flowing, epic, mystery, romantic, Instruments: Hulusi flute, wind bells, percussion, rain stick, synth pads Download MP3 The Elefant Crossing by Emilio Merone Versatile stinger, funny and gentle, featuring pizzicato strings ensemble,
flutes and clarinet to create a carefree and ironic mood. Pizzicato is a plucked stringed instrument, as opposed to a bowed one, like clarinet or flute. This sound can be used for many things: commercials about taste of food with an irony background, insect sounds in nature documentaries and others Download MP3 Yoga Breathing by
FabianKreutzerSound Yoga Breathing is a relaxed, atmospheric, and contemplative music piece. The track is featuring an Indian traditional bansuri bamboo flute, string-synth, piano, and bells. This item is perfect for any project relating to India, yoga, music for meditation practices, wellness activities and spa, hypnotic scenes, or other soul-awakening
projects. Download MP3 Heart Of Asia by GreenBird Moody, atmospheric and relaxing music track great for documentaries, programs, advertising and Asian videos. Featuring with Asian instruments, percussions and synthesizers in a mellow harmony. The track builds in rhythm and intensity. Download MP3 The Wonder Of Asia by LexinMusic Ethnic
music theme from the Asia fused with cinematic modern textures. This mystical music creates a majestic and unforgettable ambience that is perfect for suspenseful film soundtrack, ancient movie trailers, film openers, asian documentaries, travel Asia journey and more. It is based on guzheng, gaohu, strings, cello, piano, bass, flutes, percussion and
brass. Download MP3 Bollywood Night by ihsandincer Energetic Indian dance music track with punchy and upbeat beats, similar to Panjabi MC. Featuring incredible ethnic rhythms, female chants, Indian flute, in combination with sitars and drums. Perfect to create a celebration of life atmosphere for a colorful journey to far away places, Bollywood
films themed projects, Hindi party, travel vlog about Asian countries, Delhi and Mumbai streets videos, etc. Download MP3 The Bamboo by Infraction This multi-ethnic commercial dubstep music will give a fun and cartoonish vibe to your project. Asian twist and urban beats will add an intriguing flavor to your project. Imagine this track playing in the
background of a Kung Fu movie, or commercial of funny dancing anime characters, or live-action footage of young people spending crazy nights out partying. Download MP3 Irish Tale by SmarTune Music A sweet Irish song played with violins, flutes, mandolins and percussion instruments. This melodic Celtic tune is great for a romantic wedding,
St.Patrick's Day celebration, Gaelic fairytale, fantasy film, nature landscape, etc. Download MP3 Winter Forest Healing by Mark Woollard A slow meditative piece in new-age style featuring flute, harp, and natural fx that is ideal for meditation, yoga, or aromatherapy. This piece is also suitable for use in videos that deal with the natural world, or as
background music for drone footage or images of the natural world. Download MP3 Deep Space Exploration by Geoff Harvey A futuristic ambient soundscape where synthesizers overlaid with Mellotron Flute. Suitable for sci-fi documentaries about cosmic voyages through space and time, NASA space shuttle program, Milky Way exploration or a new
galaxy discovery. Download MP3 Goals And Hopes by Audiocalm This is an uplifting cinematic track that will inspire and motivate your audience, with its positivity, hope, and strength. Orchestrated in the best traditions of Hollywood fantasy films, this composition features an extraordinary piano and beautiful strings arrangements. Suitable for use in
historical films, timelapse, atmospheric nature videos, or motivational and inspiring speeches. Download MP3 Forest Inhabitant by SPMusicGroup A relaxing, new age royalty-free music theme similar to Deep Forest or Enigma. Featuring gentle flutes, light hip hop beats, pads and vocal cuts. Great for the beautiful atmospheric soundscape, rainforest
exploration, nature documentaries or Asian ravel visuals. Download MP3 Good to Go by Mike Nowa Long road is full of strange, but original things opened for a perception. Powerful orchestral music with brass and flute as lead role. Download MP3 Inspiring China Travel by Yevhen Lokhmatov This modern ethnic groove, with the sound of traditional
Asian music instruments, makes it an ideal backdrop for many different types of videos. Great for Chinese New Year, Mid-Autumn Festival, spring celebration, and Dragon Dance ceremony, cooking Asian food, and travel videos. Download MP3 Yoga For Inner Balance by FabianKreutzerSound A calm and relaxed Indian style world music track with a
peaceful bansuri flute melody featuring santur, sitar, tanpura and soft synth pads. It ads a warm feeling and chill mood. Will work perfect with any media relating to yoga, meditation and India. Download MP3 Summer Drive by Geoff Harvey Catchy acoustic guitar-based piece suggesting a typical happy driving track through America and a sense of
freedom or celebrating. Trots along at a fair pace with some hectic drums and bass with uplifting flute cascades throughout which suggest happiness. Lots of energy and very uplifting. Download MP3 Morning Sky by MintWhale Inspiring Asian chill-out music, with Rhodes chords, spacey arps, deep pads, airy vocals, and a hip-hop beat. Great as
background music for urban videos, product promos, romantic moments, timelapse footages, memorable videos, etc. Download MP3 Amazing Wonderful India by ColourTunes Positive romantic Indian soundtrack with amazing passion orchestral strings and sitar! Perfect for exotic travel destinations, Indian wedding, romantic stories, honeymoon
videos, ethnic trailer, sari fashion show. This soundtrack features sitar, bansuri flute, piano, tabla, dhol and deep passion eastern strings. Thanks for listening and purchasing. Download MP3 The Story Of Christmas by Geoff Harvey Brisk Christmas themed piece that trips along merrily with flowing pizzicato melody and joyous flute passages. Suggests
party atmosphere or outdoor activities in a winter setting. Gentle rising strings add extra element to last passage. Fast-paced Traditional Christmas percussion is mixed with occasional tubular bells for emphasis. Ideal for Christmas-themed advertising, product marketing, family blogs etc Download MP3 African People by RMSound Beautiful ethnic
music with flute, strings, percussions, electronic pads and mysterious voices. Perfect for nature, various thematic videos, travel vlogs, youtube projects, slideshow, trailers, presentations as a background. Download MP3 Happy Farm Days by SmarTune Music Happy loop, with a country village Wild West atmosphere. Played by banjo, flute, violin and
more. Perfect for a rustic scene, kids projects, village fest, etc. Download MP3 Asian Moon by Emanmusic Beautiful and alluring world-pop track with an Asian flair. Ethnic voice samples mixed with Chinese flutes, super groovy drums, and tribal percussion. The perfect combination of East/West sounds. This multi-cultural background music is great
for adventures theme, and travel documentaries. Similar to Enigma and Deep Forest. Download MP3 Bollywood Romantic Sitar by ColourTunes This exotic and very romantic royalty free Indian soundtrack is flawlessly designed in a perfect Bollywood cinematic tradition! Dazzling and magical, this magnificent tune is flavored with remarkable sounds
of sitar, bansuri (Indian flute), tabla, tanpura and sarangi that will perfectly complement your documentaries, Indian wedding and romantic stories, ethnic trailers, lifestyle projects in India, You Tube contents, Indian fashion shows, corporate videos, travel and nature projects. Use it also in your great openers, intros and landscape projects and you
will feel happier and more comfortable than ever! Download MP3 Happy Jungle Story by Ionics Music A tropical happy tune with a jumpy beat and a catchy melody. Featuring ethnic flute, various percussion, a harp and a celeste. Suitable for video games with a forest, jungle or an island themes. Can be used in children related productions or
commercials. Picture a small colorful island with coconut trees, clear sand and colorful birds. Download MP3 Heart Of Your Beauty by DimmyPlus A beautiful, inspirational royalty free music theme with a gentle piano, strings and uplifting flutes, best for movies or documentaries, Christmas projects, romantic and sentimental videos, love stories,
weddings, memories. Download MP3 Blues Bar by Geoff Harvey Retro organ and deep bass instruments create a laid back yet slightly cocky and confident corporate advertising melody which contains elements of wonder and intrigue. Contemporary piano overlaid with flute provides a calm, confident and laidback advertising atmosphere suggesting
someone shopping, thinking, chilling out and many more. Very useful for advertising. In a mood of The Pink Panther Theme. Download MP3 Relax Your Thoughts by APmuse Positive, relaxing, and soothing bossa nova music. An old-school lounge sound is reminiscent of the early 70s. Featuring flutes, guitars, piano, pads, congas, and jazzy drums.
Great for use as background music with voiceovers or narration, commercials, nostalgic visuals, or any other purpose. Download MP3 Relax Time by MediaM This is a soft and quiet atmospheric track, with smooth and gentle flute and pads. This beautifully reflected mellow piece is perfect for film productions which looking to create a peaceful and
heartwarming mood, romantic films, ethereal scenes, love fantasy and illusions, relaxed videos, and more. Download MP3 Tropical Morning by TimTaj Sunny, bouncy, and summer background music, in the style of Tropical House with tropical synthesizers, pianos, pads, deep bass, drums, and percussion. This track will take you to a sunny beach and a
trip to tropical paradise islands. Good for travel vlogs, lifestyle videos, modern commercial projects, beach projects, vacation videos, outdoor recreation, advertising, movies, presentations, slideshows, social media, and other summer projects. Download MP3 Happy Summer Tune by Emanmusic A cheerful and positive mood for your media. Featuring
the acoustic guitar, whistling, glockenspiel, flute, piano, organ, handclaps, drums and bass. Great for kids projects, funny cartoons, radio commercial, Youtube vlog, heartwarming moments, friendship, simple things, etc. Download MP3 Ocean Of Chill by Mark Woollard This track has a very mellow vibe that features a lo-fi beat. The relaxing flute
melody balances itself between two different speaker channels giving it an engulfing feel. Complex layers of beautifully crafted synth pads are stacked onto one another, creating depth. This track is great for any media projects, commercials, podcasts, or even YouTube videos. It also works well with technology and educational videos. Download MP3
Childhood Memories by Audiocalm Dreamy and emotional track with magical and light mood. Featuring instruments are piano, harp, flute, celesta. Great for films, slideshow, heartwarming moments, wedding videos. Download MP3 Tibetan Mandala by Mike Nowa Imagine a caravan flowing across mountains and deserts. The melody can bring to
mind the vastness of the Mongolian landscape or the endless Tibetan sky. Peaceful Asian bamboo flutes over soft percussion create a heavenly mood. This background music instills a feeling of serenity and bliss perfect for yoga, meditation, relaxation, and more. Download MP3 Arabian Desert by Eitan Epstein Music This track is great for Arab and
ethnic scenes, desert and oriental landscapes, world travel videos, Aladdin style films, etc. Instruments and orchestration: percussion, Arabian flute, synth pads, shakers, tambourine. Download MP3 Toys On Christmas Night by DimmyPlus Positive and uplifting orchestral track with Christmas bells, choral vocals, and warm strings section. Great for
Xmas celebration projects. The song builds up to a beautiful and festive ending with catchy melodic lines. The melody quickly reminds you of the first snowfall after an early Christmas night. Download MP3 Sweet Butterflies by SnowMusicStudio Ð¡alm and pleasant orchestral background music track. Used strings ensemble, piano, flute, glockenspiel,
cello. Good as slow and calm background for any videos and projects. Suitable for the cartoon animation, fairy tales, cute romantic videos or family film archives. Download MP3 A Spooky Tale by Geoff Harvey Halloween style children's piece with a 'haunted house' feel. Slightly creepy sounding but nothing too scary for younger consumers. Horrorstyled instrumentation is frequently softened with more magical-like musical phrases. Features pizzicato cello phrases with mysterious music box and flute elements. Useful for kids games and apps involving witches, weird creatures, strange landscapes, spooky characters etc.. Download MP3 Christmas Season by DimmyPlus An exciting and happy
royalty-free Christmas music for your magical and inspirational video projects! Featuring bells, keys, strings, flute, brass, and festive mood. Give your project a magical twist with this celebratory royalty-free Xmas music. Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays! Download MP3 Japanese Peace Garden by Geoff Harvey Traditional Chinese including Xiao
flute, Pamade Bell, Yangqin and background vocals backed with zonal harmonic washes creates a relaxing, yet slightly mysterious oriental background theme, designed for relaxation, spiritual healing and to convey a sense of Asian lifestyle. Download MP3 Natures Healing Way by Mark Woollard This is serene and calming background music with a
peaceful and pastoral feel made for meditation and relaxation. The combination of wooden flutes intertwining with soothing sounds of nature, birdsongs, and fluttering leaves creates a quiet environment. It is especially suited for yoga practitioners who wish to chill out and peacefully tranquilize the mind before embarking on their practice. Download
MP3 Page 3 Tantra Science by Mike Nowa A beautiful, relaxing track in Oriental style. It features digital synths, sitar, wooden flute, tabla, tambura and percussion. This track is perfect for any relaxing video material. Download MP3 Making Mischief by Geoff Harvey Lively flute and tuba combine with playful cheeky percussion elements to create a
sense of comical mystery and suspense, as if a cartoon character was sneaking up to something before making a prank. Very useful for animation, games or cartoon themes. Download MP3 Lets Groove by Emilio Merone Welcome to the funky seventies, where groovy music will take you out of reality into a world full of funk and soul. This track is the
perfect tune for your party. It does not matter if it's a special anniversary or a public event, it will make everybody feel like dancing and smiling. Works great as background music for main titles for a film, TV series, opening credits for Tv show, YouTube content, and more. Download MP3 Western Train by SnowMusicStudio Western, country-folk
instrumental music track in traditional americana sound. With harmonica, banjo, ukulele, fiddle, slide guitar, tambourine, flute. Perfect for your videos, games with a theme of country living outdoor activities. Download MP3 The Song of the Blue Bird by Mark Woollard An ethereal, atmospheric meditative track that evokes the feeling of lightness and
mysticism. With a harmonious mix of acoustic instruments and bird sounds, this music can be used for yoga practice, morning meditation, spa sessions, holistic practice, and more Download MP3 Fearless And Kind by Nazar Rybak Light, happy sounding inspiring new age music composed of flute, muted electric guitars, acoustic guitars, and drums.
Perfect track for promotional videos, commercials, advertisements, YouTube videos, business presentations, royalty free music for podcasts, phone hold music. Download MP3 Thai Forest by Mike Nowa It's beautiful ambient track with high level of relaxation. This track is consisting of wooden flute playing main melody and wide and soft synths. This
track is great for creating mood of relaxation in any project. Download MP3 River Of Time by Nazar Rybak Modern cinematic background music with a Hollywood sound. Featuring emotive strings, powerful percussion, celestial female vocal and Celtic flute. This triumphant track is perfect for epic fantasy films, imaginary adventure, RPG game, brave
heroes, and more. Download MP3 Sunny Cooking by APmuse A carefree, happy and light jazz music featured flutes, guitar, piano and nice jazz drumming. Great to use in advertisements, vlogs, funny videos, comic misadventure, cooking vlogs, or comedy heist. Download MP3 Piano Auld Lang Syne by Jon Wright Emotional and beautiful cinematic
rendition of the popular festive song. A warm solo piano is accompanied by an ambient piccolo and flute. Conveys warmth, thoughtfulness and emotion. Download MP3 In The Jungle by Eitan Epstein Music Bouncy ethnic track filled with a haunting and mysterious atmosphere of Africa or Native America. This track is great for safari, adventures video
games, traveling in the wild jungle, sacred shamanic rituals, primitive and traditional scenes, tribal soundscape and much more. Instruments: African drums, shakers, percussion, jungle flute, synth pads, bass, vocals Download MP3 Story Of The World by Audiocalm This romantic cinematic soundtrack is tender and full of hope. The beauty of the piano
creates a sentimental texture, along with orchestral strings and uplifting flutes. This orchestral background music is perfect for the cinematic scenes requiring adventure, revelation, discovery, wonderment, and drama. Download MP3 African Summer by MediaM Traditional instruments such as marimba, flute, percussion provide a relaxed
atmosphere. This track designed with a sense of freedom and feel good mood, which is very suitable for advertising purposes, travel film, and African documentary themes. Download MP3 Caribbean Dance by Emilio Merone Bouncy and warm track, with Caribbean elements featuring strumming guitar, delicate flutes and ethnic percussion to create a
happy and cheerful mood for your project. Suitable for friendly products or customer service, ads of soft drinks and icecream, island vacations, etc. Download MP3 Celtic Dawn Serenity by Mark Woollard Deep, ethereal music featuring various Celtic and ethnic instruments. The strangeness of the sounds is the key suggesting vibe of mystery and
otherworldliness. Ideal for meditation, relaxation, alternative medicine, and pastoral scenes or historical presentations. Download MP3 Happy Nice Life by Emilio Merone Bouncy and shimmering cartoony track, with pizzicato strings melody featuring carefree flutes and percussions to create a happy-go-lucky and cheerful mood. Perfectly suits as
background music for fairy-tail, voice-overs, kids projects, mischievous comedy scenes, playful pranks, and more. Download MP3 Healing And Meditation by MediaM An atmospheric new-age ambiance with soft atmospheres pads fills out the arrangement. Spacey, Dreamy, flowing, positive with Healing and meditation mood. This beautiful track has a
pastoral and great for underwater, nature, reiki, space videos and yoga music. Download MP3 Indian Sitar by ColourTunes Flawless and romantic Indian royalty-free music designed in a Bollywood cinematic tradition. This magnificent tune is flavoured with remarkable sounds of sitar, bansuri flute, tabla, tanpura and sarangi. Will perfectly
complement your documentaries, Indian wedding and romantic love stories. Enjoy! Download MP3 African Delta by Geoff Harvey Traditional African track featuring an array of ethnic instruments including bongos, African ethnic guitar, Marimba, and Hollowood percussion. A very useful background track with many joyful, adventurous elements
making it useful wildlife, animal themes or adventure scenes. Download MP3 Tropicana by ArtIss A positive tropical house with flute, piano chords, voice chops and light summer atmosphere. Great for summer projects, pool party, vacation leisure, fashion campaign, downshifting, and more. Download MP3 Tribal Jungles by Eitan Epstein Music Ethnic
tribal music with a dark atmosphere and hypnotic rhythms. Great for African safari videos, wild jungles, hunting scenes, and more.Instruments: big drums, shakers, percussion, wooden flute, synth pads, bass. Download MP3 Discover With Me by Geoff Harvey Lively and optimistic piano flurries provide bright and playful melody designed for
educational childrens themes to represent joy and fun whilst conveying a sense of learning and enjoyment. Very useful for happy themes requiring a simple feel. Download MP3 Village Festival by SmarTune Music Village Festival is a loop with an Irish atmosphere, happy and rhythmic, with authentic strings, flute and violin. Great for rustic, medieval
or Celtic style projects. Download MP3 Silent Night by Mike Nowa "Silent Night" is a popular Christmas carol. Flute plays melody, orchestral strings and piano make massive but warm and wide background. Download MP3 Dawning Forest Healing by Mark Woollard A deeply relaxing, ethereal, and slightly melancholy new age track. Ideal for
meditation, yoga, spa treatments, counseling, healing practice and general relaxation. This is a track that can be used to unwind, soothe, and reassuring the listener. Download MP3 The Great Family Adventure by Mark Kueffner An adventurous, magical orchestral piece in the spirit of Disney / Pixar. This song is perfect for the opening of an
adventurous children's or family movie. This song features a big orchestra and pan flutes. Download MP3 Healing Chimes by Mark Woollard Quiet and relaxing Bali Ceremonial track to make your listening experience a truly serene one. Features pan flute, mallets, chimes, and various fx. It has a soothing, atmospheric feel. Ideal for natural healing,
relaxation, meditation, and stress relief. Download MP3 Magical Moment by Geoff Harvey Gentle harp glissando opens the track creating an instant weird magical effect then as the track builds a pleasant flute melody is played creating a dreamy atmosphere offering the sense of floating or travelling slowly. Very useful for small video timeline
productions or childrens themes. Download MP3 Indigenous Journey by Andy Littlewood Atmospheric World Music track featuring didgeridoo, aboriginal clapsticks, drone flute, acoustic guitar, vocal chants, violin, chimes, and percussion. Great for themes involving the Australian outback, spiritual healing, aborigines, indigenous people, Native
Americans, scorching sun, tribal rituals, travel, wilderness, new horizons, Indian territory. Download MP3 Rise To Heaven by Nazar Rybak Beautiful and emotional, yet lyrical romantic track. Featuring hybrid orchestra sound of strings, percussion, flute and live piano. This elegant and majestic background music is great for fantasy adventures,
romantic fairy-tale, discovery videos, social projects, cinematic trailer and more. Download MP3 Arabic Oud by Eitan Epstein Music This is an Arabic middle eastern track, orchestrated with oud, Arabian flute, and percussion.Great for oriental and middle east projects, Africa and desert scenes, Arab documentary, oriental backgrounds and much more.
Download MP3 Waking Up In Paris by Emanmusic This is a positive and easy-going acoustic track with a swing feel. French accordion creates a charming atmosphere that provides a romantic and relaxing mood. This delightful piece is perfect for adding the finishing touch for cooking shows, travelogues, or footage of the cooking process, coffee time,
street festivals, and family parties. Download MP3 Dancing By The Pool by TimTaj Hot, laid-back, and extremely positive summer background track. It has sparkling melodies, a bright mood, and a joyful, relaxing feel. This track will give a feeling of summer warmth, a good mood, and paradise pleasure. If you are looking for a wonderful, exciting, and
unforgettable tropical track for your vacation slideshows, lifestyle videos, and advertising projects, then this one is for you. Enjoy! Download MP3 The Green Heart Of Ireland by White Cat Music A lively, upbeat celtic folk looped track, featuring the authentic sounds of the Irish tradition, including fiddle and flute. Melodic and earthy, this track will
convey a sense of joy, happiness, serenity, hope, peace of mind. Download MP3 Life Is Travel by Audiocalm Background documentary track for films and video projects. Instruments in this track are piano, stackato, cello, viola, violins, flute, celeste. Download MP3 Little Adventure by Roman Cano An elegant, lively instrumental that is sure to please.
This charming track featuring pizzicato strings, xylophone, harp, and woodwinds. Great for funny videos, casual games, and childrens content. Download MP3 As Light As A Feather by Audioflame An ambient electronic track with beautiful piano, guitar arpeggio, electronic drum machine, and flute. Great for sweet home video, relaxation, hygge
moment, love, harmony, peace and quiet. Download MP3 Kings And Queens Medieval Feast by Ionics Music A medieval time happy celebration music suitable for renaissance era, feasts, carnivals and fairy tales scenery. Featuring an acoustic guitar, harpsichord, violin and flutes. Can be used in games and movies with celebrations in the old times
when there were kings, queens and court jesters. Download MP3 Travel In India by Yevhen Lokhmatov Groovy new age theme with native Indian elements. Tabla, sitar, Indian flute, female voice, drums and modern synths makes interesting outstanding fusion. This item is perfect for travel media projects, Indian commercial and cinema. Download
MP3 Peaceful Christmas by Geoff Harvey Pleasant flute and piano chords with delicate under-lying string flurries play gently creating a soft, slightly emotional Christmas melody hinting at snow or night time during Christmas the season. Download MP3 Walk In The Forest by MintWhale Peaceful chill-out track, with the water drop sounds, Rhodes
chords, airy vocals, spatial flute melody, and a lo-fi hip-hop beat. Best for YouTube promos, romantic travel vlogs, videos about nature, etc. Download MP3 Childrens Adventure by Geoff Harvey Playful childrens adventure track with a sense of intrigue and adventure melody featuring piano, flute, pizzicato strings, xylophone and synthesizer effects. A
pulsating tuba melody adds a childrens adventure feel towards the style of the track whilst holding a playful edge. Very useful for Adventure theme or scene involving a character, maybe small animal creeping along, suggests intrigue and discovery. Download MP3 Page 4 Island Breeze by E.L. Mahon A little island flair with flute, steel drums & guitar
lead. Not specific to island style but gives a feeling of island bliss. If you're on island time this is the song for you. Download MP3 Lonely World by AleXZavesa An absolutely beautiful Asian-style corporate track, perfect for documentaries and any project that needs an inspiring, motivational and uplifting touch. The light air-like piano and guitar
arpeggios give softness to this track. At the same time, there are some groovy glitch drum loops on it. Fits perfectly for time-lapse videos, science videos, technology and space movie, nature and travel projects. Download MP3 Gypsy Waltz by APmuse Gypsy Waltz is romantic, nostalgic and catchy music with lively acoustic guitar, sweet flute, piano,
violines, upright bass, and jazz percussion. The songs like this can open your soul and give a nostalgic mood. It will be great for any romantic video, advert or other media projects. Download MP3 Magic Mother Earth by Emilio Merone Dreamy and contemplative lounge ethnic track, featuring hypnotic flute melody, deep pads and relaxing percussion
groove that create a peaceful and inspirational mood. Download MP3 Asian Landscapes by Eitan Epstein Music Beautiful ethnic flute and natural sounds create calm and serene atmosphere, full of peace and tenderness. Great for travel documentaries and Asian theme films, relaxing spa music, presentation videos, nature landscapes and meditation,
early morning, Tai Chi Chuan practice, Chinese culture backgrounds and more. Download MP3 Prelude To Battle by Emanmusic This majestic cinematic music can tell a story. Feel the power of epic action behind this dramatic orchestral track. Packed with inspiring melodies, triumphant horns, powerful basses, and percussion rifts. This track is ideal
for historical videos, youtube videos, dramatic stories, film scores, trailers, and movie promos. Download MP3 Jungle Crisis by FabianKreutzerSound A dramatic piece of orchestral music featuring ethnic instruments like bamboo flute and gong. Perfect soundtrack for movies, video games and any project dealing with war, African and Asian history.
Download MP3 Okinawa Mystery by FabianKreutzerSound A melancholic and dramatic piece of Japanese world music featuring ethnic instruments like shakuhachi bamboo flute, koto, tanpura and taiko drums. Perfect for movies, video games and any project dealing with Karate, Japan and Japanese history. Download MP3 Sunny Island Adventure by
Ionics Music A funny, bubbly and summery tune with a good sense of humor, jumpy melody and good vibes. Has a strong tropical feeling to it. Featuring flute, clarinet, xylophone, ukulele, harp, and percussion. Suitable for video games, cartoons and children related productions. Picture a small colorful island with lush coconut palm trees, clean yellow
sand and colorful cartoon animals walking around. Download MP3 Magic Tale by SnowMusicStudio It's a dreamy music track that creates a magical fantasy mood. Perfect for fantasy games, TV, fantasy film/movie soundtracks, children's animations, audiobooks, lullaby, and more. Download MP3 Deep Forest Healing by Mark Woollard A very relaxing
and tranquil ambient track. Features include soothing harps and flute. Ideal for meditation, relaxation, pastoral scenes and all types of alternative healing. Download MP3 Summer Wedding by Jon Wright Beautiful strings accompanied by an acoustic piano, light flute, and solo clarinet. Conveys a sense of love, beauty, and commitment. Tender,
devoted and inspiring. Great for fantasy and fairytale, romantic video, dream wedding, princess at her first ball, magical moment, Disney style visuals, bedtime stories, and more. Download MP3 Oriental Palace by Geoff Harvey Traditional oriental instruments used such as Tambura, Chinese Flute, Erhu and bongo drums create a sense of far eastern
atmosphere background suitable for world themed projects. Download MP3 Twisted Fantasies by KD Music This is background and smooth royalty free bossa nova, jazz track. Ideal for advertising, TV cooking shows, elevators, travels, or summer clips. Download MP3 Beautiful Moment by Audiocalm Emotional piano track for the romantic film,
reflective moments, heartfelt drama. Instruments in this track are piano, cello, violas, violins, flute, celeste. Download MP3 Candy Club by Geoff Harvey A joyful and flowing melody featuring a happy xylophone and bright piccolo notes creates a sweet and pleasant melody designed to bring brightness and joy to any occasion. This track is the perfect
addition for any project, including film, family videos, birthday videos, kids' games, and more. Download MP3 Coast To Coast by Mark Woollard An uplifting, summery house track. Features a choppy flute melody, solid rhythm and various fx. Very upbeat and positive. In the style of Cafe del Mar. Download MP3 Colorful Day by APmuse A relaxing and
sunny bossa nova track with a jazz guitar groove, catchy piano and flute melodies, pure vibes, and jazzy drums. Great for TV and radio advertisements, animations, elevators, lobby and hotel scenes, catchy romantic scenes, elevators, lounges, video games, and any project is needing a goofy and jazzy music background. Download MP3 Summer
Forever by Media Sushi Beautiful tropical house track with a fresh feel and inspiring pitched vocals. Great for summer vacation, night club parties, hot fashion show, Youtube vlogs, lifestyle videos, stylish commercial music and more. Instruments: flutes, leads, synth, drums, percussion. Download MP3 The Wonderland by KD Music This is a smooth
and stylish bossa nova royalty free track with soft rhodes melody, pianos, flute and upright bass. Best for elevator backgrounds, cafe, lounge or intimate contents. Download MP3 From Dusk Till Dawn by Premium TraX Inspiring and emotional cinematic background music theme featuring solo violin and cello accompanied by a beautiful symphonic
orchestra. Great for films, documentaries, trailers, motivational videos and more. Download MP3 Amazing World Sitar by ColourTunes An atmospheric and romantic royalty free Indian soundtrack flawlessly designed in Bollywood cinematic tradition. Dazzling and magical, this magnificent piece is flavored with the remarkable sounds of sitar, bansuri
(Indian flute), tabla, tanpura and acoustic guitar. This track would be best suited to travel and nature documentaries, Indian wedding and romantic stories, ethnic trailers, lifestyle projects or as a beautiful, meditative background for video projects. Thanks for listening and purchasing. Download MP3 Our Secret World by AG Music This dreamy,
peaceful music is the perfect background track for spa relaxation, natural healing projects, yoga, and any other meditation or dream-like videos, background music for hypnosis tapes, self-hypnosis sessions, meditation, concentration, visualization, and scar removal. Download MP3 Arabian Night by Eitan Epstein Music This track is great for Arabian
and ethnic scenes, desert and oriental landscapes, world travel shows and much more. Instruments and orchestration: percussion, ney flute phrases, synth pads, bass, and vocals. Download MP3 Viking Sport by SnowMusicStudio Epic medieval and celtic background music track. Perfect for sport trailers, video games, game trailers, movies, films,
soundtracks, documentaries, blockbusters, cartoons, animations, medieval related videos, fantasy related projects, advertising, commercials and more. Download MP3 The Healing Flute by Mark Woollard A soothing, sensitive and enriching tune, featuring a lead flute and acoustic guitar. Also features subtle wind chimes and occasional glockenspiel
motifs. Very relaxing and serene. Download MP3 Chase Me by Geoff Harvey Fast and frantic orchestral cartoon comedy fun-packed melody full of energy and silly frolics. Ideal for cartoon animations about the cat and mouse chase, zany characters being mischievous running around trying to catch each other. Download MP3 Varadero Girl by Pavel
Svejentsev Folkloric Cuban salsa guajira tune featuring rich brass, flute playing the melody, grand piano and guitar arpeggios, congas, percussion. This upbeat tropical music best suits for any vacation video, travel adverts, video games such as Tropico, also good as on-hold music. Download MP3 Set The Alarm by Emilio Merone Groovy and bouncy,
with electronic-funk elements featuring sparkling flute, powerful brass section, clavinet and electric guitar to create an upbeat and exciting mood. Download MP3 Namaste To The World by Andrea Bellina A peaceful but also Epis World Music instrumental with typical eastern sounds. It can fit perfectly with documentaries or footages about Asian
countries. It can also fit very well with travel videos (Tibet, China, Thailand, Vietnam) and adventure videos as well. It has a sort of Buddha Bar feeling. Percussions, Vocals, Flute, Baglama, Zither, Bass. Download MP3 Oriental Fantasy by Geoff Harvey A flowing Asian melody featuring Gzhun, Dizi flute and atmospheric zonal washes creates a
traditional Chinese melody suggesting Asian culture and traditions. String washes add a sense of relaxation and meditative peace making it ideal for world travel or documentary projects. Download MP3 Christmas Spirit by Geoff Harvey Flowing flute combine with strings with distant church bells creating a melody which implies the arrival of
Christmas. The track itself is fairly pacy, with many uplifting flurries and exciting elements. Download MP3 Eternal Shining by Elena Naumova Sweet and naive easy-listening composition with childlike melody that will sparkle your imagination. Small bells harmoniously sway in the background adding the sense of joyfulness. The track will become a
perfect backdrop for projects involving life, family, children or cute animals. Download MP3 Upbeat And Fun Ukulele by Music Box Upbeat & Fun Acoustic background music. Positive & uplifting track featuring ukulele, claps and whistles. This mid-tempo arrangement features upbeat ukulele and acoustic guitars, playful flute, claps, xylophone,
glockenspiel, bass, and fun drums! This cheerful instrumental track will surely bring the joy and happy feeling to a wide range of promotional media, including cute and fun marketing videos, corporate motivational videos, business retreat, and events blogs, as well as other marketing material related to fun, having a good time, achieving progress,
and celebrating. Download MP3 Alone In The Jungle by Eitan Epstein Music This is African jungle music, full of ambient and atmosphere. Great for tribal and traditional culture background, adventure and mystery scenes, Asian and oriental projects. African drums and percussion music, new age and relax moods, safari and wildlife videos, suspense
and tension thriller music, ethnic and world music. Also, for cannibals and Ancient Animals scenes, national geographic and discovery films, travel shows, African landscapes, Battle and War scenes, nature films, and much more. Download MP3 Little Cute Things by Geoff Harvey A playful array of musical instruments including Oboe, piccolo flute,
chimes, strings, snare and wood blocks create a delicate, sweet melody suitable for children or animation projects. The melody was designed to feature many ups and downs expressing positivity and joy with simple instrumental bursts throughout. The chimes create a happy and cute edge to the theme, making it ideal for animal theme music or
creative video projects to convey a simple impression. Download MP3 Page 5 Beautiful Life by Jon Wright An uplifting, heartwarming piano and chamber orchestra track. A soft solo piano is accompanied by elegant strings and a graceful flute. Fantastic for use in projects that need an inspiring soundtrack that is classically romantic, positive and
happy, such as weddings, birth of a baby and projects that need emotional music to tug at the heartstrings. Conveys love, compassion, romance and tenderness. Download MP3 Sweet Treats by Geoff Harvey Chirpy flute, joyful piano and sweet bells create a cute, friendly theme useful for children's music or animal theme. The melody very delicate and
innocent, creating a loving atmosphere with many sweet, feel good elements. Download MP3 Little Fluffy Clouds by Michael Adels Laughing kids playing with their toys! This sweet and happy looped song is perfect for children games. It will help you create an atmosphere of joy and happiness for your project. It can also be used as background music
for kids videos, advertising, animations, etc. Download MP3 Shanghai Boys by ihsandincer A powerful Asian/Chinese hip-hop track with traditional Asian instruments, orchestra, and modern elements. An ideal choice for videos, projects, documentaries, podcasts, Tv shows, trailers, and commercials related to Asia and China. Download MP3 Victory Of
Life by Audiocalm A powerful cinematic inspiring epic trailer with emotional and dynamic mood. Featuring orchestral strings, brass, flutes, piano, taiko drums percussion. Perfect for cinematic background, inspirational and motivational videos, superhero powerful trailers, patriotic films, teasers, video game and other heroic projects. Download MP3
Hummingbirds by Alexander Lisenkov Energetic and uplifting track in a festive mood. It features ethnic percussions, ethnic acoustic instruments, such as kalimba and marimba, acoustic guitar, and some flutes. This track could be placed on videos about nature, travel videos, dynamic casual video games. Download MP3 Comedy Cue by Nazar Rybak
Cheerful orchestral track perfect for cartoons or comedy productions. Flute, clarinet and high pizzicato strings play the main part while low tuba performs the simple bass line. Might be useful in any lifestyle commercial, comedy, children animation. Download MP3 Two Silly Monkeys by Geoff Harvey Chirpy pizzicato strings combine with cheeky
xylophone to create a mischievous cartoon comedy style theme suggesting being sneaky and adventurous. The piece contains many highs and joyous orchestral flurries, making it ideal for animation or children's composition to create a quirky feel. Download MP3 Bunny Garden by Geoff Harvey Loving and simplistic playful kids piece implying beauty
and happiness featuring guitar, strings and sweet instrumental flute phrases. Very useful for Children's or educational purposes. Download MP3 Evening Forest by MintWhale Soft and relaxed ambient track, with the airy flute, ethnic sounds, Rhodes chords, dreamy spatial vocals, and a slow hip-hop beat. Perfect background music for nature footage,
slow-motion videos, documentaries about Asian culture, promos, etc. Download MP3 Twelve Days Of Christmas by Mike Nowa The Twelve Days of Christmas is an English Christmas carol song. It's an orchestral track consisting of woodwinds, brass, strings, percussion, piano. This track is great for all Christmas related content. Download MP3
Enchanting Meditation by Mark Woollard This ethereal calming track is ideal for many types of holistic therapy, healing meditation, and other projects that require a calm and gentle atmosphere. This music is quiet, peaceful, and sublime with minimal piano and chant. Download MP3 Delicate Orchestral Melody by Geoff Harvey Perky flute and chimes
play a quirky friendly melody suggesting a happy and joyful scene, which is overlaid with orchestral and symphonic strings providing a warm friendly atmosphere suggesting fun times, children playing, small animals or cartoon animation melody. Download MP3 Bosphorus Romance by Geoff Harvey A beautiful piece of Mediterranean orchestral music
with added elements of world music. Ideal to depict the colorful variety of regions, people, and landscapes. Featuring brims with feeling, culture, and art, to imply a story of human emotions, fantasy, and world harmony. Could be useful for RPG games, Anime, or documentaries. Download MP3 Expectation Of Inevitability by Raffaele De Leonardo This
track is ideal for heroic and epic scenes. This composition begins with musical intensity, power, and majesty, then develops into a hard-hitting and dramatic track full of energy, vigor, and strength. The moods go from mellow to powerful, giving the piece a cinematic feel. This track will create an ambiance of power and triumph or even drama for your
production. Download MP3 Beyond The Clouds by Audiocalm Inspiring emotional cinematic track. Ideal backround music for sentimental videos, motivational and uplifting presentations, wedding videos, heartfelt and romantic film trailer. Instruments in this track are piano, cello, viola, violin, flute, horns, drums. Download MP3 Exotic Sunsets by Yoav
Alyagon An upbeat, energetic, and uplifting pop music with updated, fresh, and cool sound. A happy, fun, and pumped-up vibes for your commercials, travel projects, vacation videos, presentations, vlogs, and more! 4 versions included. Download MP3 Spirit Landscape by LexinMusic Beautiful, dramatic, and mysterious winter orchestral music with a
freezing sound of strings, chilling piano, and synths. Evokes a feeling of vast arctic space with endless fields of ice around, abandoned places after the devastation, a distant world of farway adventures. Download MP3 Christmas Is Come by Top Flow Gentle and kind, magical, fairytale and cinematic Christmas track creates a mood of happiness,
celebration, fun! Perfect for any Christmas project. Instruments: bells, pianos, violins, strings, flutes. Merry Christmas! Download MP3 Uplifting Bollywood Upbeat by ColourTunes Motivational track of Indian dance music. This track features traditional folk instruments as tumbi, tabla, khol, santur, dholak. Great choice for Indian documentary,
adventure travel projects, dance projects, ethnically oriented presentations, and any videos or themes related to India. Download MP3 Silent Night Bossa by APmuse Easy going and relaxing bossa nova version of famous Christmas song. Featuring flutes, guitars, piano, pads, congas and jazzy drums. Great to use in holiday ads, Christmas commercials,
vlogs or openers. Download MP3 Exotic Future by AudioPanda Trendy and fashionable downtempo track with ethnic and exotic elements. Works great with any middle eastern film segment. Great for projects related to earth, dance, war, adventure, and much more! 4 versions are included. Download MP3 Tiktok Beat by ArtIss Funny and minimalistic
hip-hop beat with freaky trap melody and dirty boomy 808 bass. Cool music for prank show, funny dance videos, TikTok and Instagram promos. Download MP3 Kingdom Of Sand by Ionics Music A heartbreaking melodic oriental composition that bursts through the boundaries of your imagination. Slow and enchanting. Will make you reminisce.
Featuring acoustic guitar, mandolin, classical guitar and a ney flute. Download MP3 Quirky City Morning by Nazar Rybak Funny orchestral track perfect to add some comical elements to your productions. Featuring instruments are flute, clarinet, strings, and pitched percussions. Whimsical background music for cartoons animation movies, cheerful
ads, kids games or comedy. Download MP3 Independent Woman by SPMusicGroup A powerful and catchy royalty-free hip hop tune with cool electric guitar, flute, and nice drums. Best for intros, urban or sports videos, ads, and other projects where a cool modern vibe is needed. Download MP3 Eastern Foothills by Geoff Harvey Erhu, strings and
Chinese Moon Guitar combine to make an enchanting, serene and peaceful track. Perfect for traditional Asian life scenes, travel documentaries, oriental food receipes, green rice fields, spa treatments, etc. Download MP3 A Brave Heart by Audiocalm Beautiful epic motivational track with powerful inspiring and heroic mood. Main themes are heroism,
superhero power, patriotism. Ideal background music for trailer, slideshow, adventure films, fantasy movies, film credit sequence, Hollywood films. Instruments: piano, cello, viola, violins, strings, staccato strings, drums, flute, choir. Download MP3 The Valley Spirit by Emanmusic 'The Valley Spirit' is a new age ambient track performed with native
American flutes. Ideal for cinematography scenes, beautiful natural landscapes, mountains, noble native tribes, world wisdom, history documentaries, cultural heritage, etc. Download MP3 Chinese Lunar Festival by Sungtae Kim Traditional Chinese music meets modern orchestra flavors. Perfect for Chinese New Year and Chinese Moon Festival
celebrations, the Dragon Dance ceremony and all the happy celebrations during the festival! Download MP3 Real Life by SPMusicGroup A relaxing, new age royalty-free music for modern creative projects. Featuring gentle flutes, light hip hop beat, pads and vocal cuts. Great for the beautiful atmospheric soundscape, panoramic filming, nature
documentaries or Asian travel visuals. Download MP3 Hollywood Red Carpet by AG Music This is a bright adventurous orchestral instrumental, with a classic American big city big-band flavour, which sounds like the exhilarating introduction to an awards show or the Oscar ceremony. It embodies the optimism and glamour of a red carpet appearance,
with bright flashes from photographers and crowds of excited people filling the streets at night. Download MP3 Cloud Lullabye by Michael Musco Sitting on a cloud, and blissfully floating away is the mood of this beautiful lullaby. The bells play out a peaceful harmony of tranquil melodies while the flutes take you on a magical ride. This music works
great for a number of applications. Download MP3 Twinkle Toes by Geoff Harvey A joyful and uplifting childrens style royalty free instrumental track featuring magical highs and happy elements making it suitable for animal themes to create a sense of happiness, joy and excitement. Perfect for children's shows, apps, animated films, fun cartoons and
more. Download MP3 Relaxing Vibe In Goa by ColourTunes Calm, atmospheric, and dreamy royalty-free track featuring Bansuri Indian flute. Great for travel vlogs, Nat Geo style documentaries, meditation and yoga classes, Ayurveda spa, and anywhere you want to have a soft ethnic relaxing soundscape. Download MP3 Indian Concrete Jungle by
FabianKreutzerSound A driving Indian world beat song with traditional Indian instruments like bansuri flute, tanpura, santur, tumbi and different percussion instruments. Perfect for presentations, slideshows, video blogs and any project dealing with Indian martial arts, political scandals and the mystique of the Middle East. Download MP3 Amazonia
by Mike Nowa Upbeat, uplifting, energetic track with classic rock elements. Featured main bass guitar line, digital synths, piano, flute, brass, lots of percussion. Great as a music bed for epic projects, travelogue and positive moments in any type of media content. In the style of Apple, IPhone, Google presentations and ads. Download MP3 China
Melancholy by FabianKreutzerSound A melancholic and relaxing composition played by Vietnamese bamboo flute and piano. Perfect for melancholic movie scenes, video blogs, presentations, slideshows and any project dealing with Asia, Vietnam, nature and love. Download MP3 World In Motion by Plastic3 Opptimistic ethnic and exotic world tribal
music featuring a dreamy flute, digital synthizer, traditional tomtom percussions. Ideal for travel documentary, Globe trekker style, around the world journey, etc. Positive and encouraging background music to motivate and achieve new dreams! Download MP3 Sacred India by Geoff Harvey Traditional Indian instrumentation such as Sitar, sarod,
Indian vocal phrases and bansuri flute combine to create a unique taste of Indian culture. Download MP3 Page 6 Distant Shrine by Mike Nowa Glorious, emotional, and uplifting Oriental style cinematic trailer music radiates confidence and positive energy. Featuring flying flutes as the main instrument, various synths, synth bass, orchestral drums,
and percussion. Great to create a truly Asian atmosphere for media content related to China, Asia travelogue, economic growth, global world, etc. Download MP3 Silly Sausage by Geoff Harvey Fun, whimsical and playful song with a catchy melody which features Bassoon, pizzicato strings, flute and clarinet. Ideal for a children's cartoon, toy
commercial, video game or Children's montage. Also works well in silly, cheeky scenes, Reality shows, or radio jingles. Download MP3 Cinematic Goodtimes by Geoff Harvey Fast paced combination of quirky cinematic orchestral instruments creates a fun and feel good musical composition featuring chimes, flute and cheeky comical snares. Full of life
and happiness, ideal for cartoon, fun or happy scene suggesting children playing or Disney cartoon character sceneю Download MP3 Awesome Journey by DPmusic Easy listening jazz tune with Bossa Nova rhythm and light summer mood. Nice background for call center, as on on-hold music, for shopping malls, elevators, trade centers, travel videos,
slide-shows, family trip videos, product advertising, luxury hotel promo videos, cruise ship vacation videos, lifestyle videos or more. Download MP3 Tropical Beach Resort by Audioflame This dynamic tropical summer, fashion track with pop and electro elements will inspire and motivate you to new projects. Good for sports scenes, YouTube, TV
advertising, etc. Download MP3 Travel Summer by MediaM A trendy, fresh, summer tropical house tune. Great for summer vacation, nightclub parties, hot fashion show, Youtube vlogs, lifestyle videos, travel videos, beach vacation, stylish commercial and more. Instruments: flutes, guitar, synth, drums, percussion. Download MP3 Samurai Warrior by
Geoff Harvey Gamalan and Bansuri Flute create this legendary, slightly epic slow composition designed to convey slow motion scenes for demonstration techniques or battle scenes conveying a medieval, acient legend edge . Very useful for relaxation purposes which may include martial arts or Tai Chi techniques for oriental purposes. Download MP3
Samba Yamba by Pavel Svejentsev Medium slow stylish samba dance. Latin percussion, berimbao, upright bass, acoustic guitar, brass, and rhythm of Brazil. Good for movies, commercial, circus show, fun events and can be used in many different ways. Download MP3 Unknown Future by DPmusic Dramatic and futuristic music with atmospheric sound
and calm mood. Good background for science projects, sci-fi videos, hi-tech developments, technology innovations, dramatic events, documentaries, healthcare and pandemic videos, urban environment videos or more. Download MP3 Beauty In The Little Things by SnowMusicStudio Beautiful sentimental modern classical composition with piano,
strings, cinematic percussion, flute, pads. Creates sentimental, hopeful inspiring mood. Perfect for promotional media, slow-motion montage, fantasy cinematic plots, nature landscapes, and other media projects. Download MP3 The Magical Roundabout by Geoff Harvey A very colourful and delicate instrumental track featuring a large array of
instruments such as piano, flute, xylophone, wood blocks and delicate strings to create a fun, happy, flowing childrens style track with beautiful flowing ups and downs throughout. Very catchy childrens melody provides chirpy atmosphere ideal for cartoon or animation. Download MP3 Star River by DPmusic Warm and calming ambient music with a
cinematic mood and transparent atmosphere. Cool background for inspiring spices, philosophical quotes, prayerful videos, meditative and contemplative projects, yoga, videos from drones, nature views, and more. Download MP3 Walk The Walk by Geoff Harvey A happy and bouncy flowing everyday melody is featuring a carefree flute and sweet
pizzicato strings. The theme is suitable for children's themes, animation, or animal themes to imply a cute and cheerful feel. It is very bright and joyful with catchy finger clicks and playful notes, making it fun and enjoyable for many ends uses. Download MP3 Caribbean Dream by Emanmusic Lovely and cozy Caribbean folk music filled up with
sunshine and optimism. Featuring ukulele, accordion, and flute. Ideal background music for simplicity and joy, exotic trips in comfortable places, cooking shows, the pursuit of happiness, freedom, etc. Download MP3 Christmas Dream by Audiocalm Magical orchestral Christmas tune with a winter holiday atmosphere. Ideal background music for Xmas
slideshow, New Year celebration, holidays gifts unpacking, winter stories, snowflakes on the New Year`s Eve. Featuring instruments are flutes, strings, jingle bells, brass, children choir that create an enthusiastic and joyful mood. Download MP3 Oriental Middle East Trap by ColourTunes This is a modern Arabic soundtrack mixed with a hip-hop beat,
filled with oriental Arabian strings, eastern ney flute, ethnic darbuka, sub-bass, and modern synths. Great for projects about the culture of Middle East, travel videos, and any kind of media that needs some fresh oriental music. Thanks for listening and purchasing. Download MP3 Aikido Relaxation by FabianKreutzerSound A meditative instrumental
song played with ethnic Japanese instruments like koto and shakuhachi flute. Suits any project dealing with Aikido, Japanese martial arts, meditation, and culture of Japan. Download MP3 Modern Samurai by FabianKreutzerSound Oriental drum and bass track mixed with ethnic Asian instruments and pumping club beats. Perfect for escalating fight
scenes, martial arts games, kung-fu battle, Samurai spirit, karate combats and anything requiring high intensity. Download MP3 Bright Bright Sunshine by Joel Hunger Featuring a simple repeating piano melody accompanied by upbeat drums, finger picked acoustic guitar, strummed ukulele, a flute, bass and triangle, this song has bright chords and a
medium paced joyful sounding feel. Download MP3 Beach Vacation Awaits Us by Audioflame Inspiring and positive summer house track will bring a sunny mood to your project. Perfect for summer visuals and travel video, inspirational media projects, clubbing scenes, etc. Main instruments ar: electronic flute, piano, bass, drums, sound effects,
sampled voice pad. Download MP3 Sunrise Meditation by Mark Woollard A purely tranquil track. Quiet and soulful. Ideal music for meditation yoga, sleep therapy, positive energy flow. Also suitable for a mystic journey to a place of fantasy, healing reiki practice, and voice-overs. Download MP3 A Gentle Sorrow by ColourTunes This is emotional and
gentle royalty-free world music is ideal for accompanying a romantic Bollywood story. Featuring bansuri (Indian flute) and beautiful female vocal, sitar, tanpura, and sarod. Perfect for eternbal love, Indian wedding reception, romance, or engagement. Download MP3 Namaste Bollywood by ColourTunes This modern Indian tune with that incredible
Bollywood spirit ala Slumdog Millionaire. Featuring bansuri, sitar, tanpura, tumbi, tabla, dholak. Best for cinematic plots, travel journey videos, globe trekker, adventures and uplifting projects. This inspiring worldbeat sounds will elevate mood and give a fresh start! Have fun with this that one! Download MP3 Jungle Mumble by Camilo Castillo A tune
created for jungle or forest scenes. An ambient theme inspired by nature with rainforest fx's and birds alike instrumentation, inspired by the classic DK soundtrack. Download MP3 Children Of The Stars by Audiocalm Emotional dramatic and reflective orchestral score with suspense and hypnotic melody that create a majestic and magical mood. You
can use it in discovery videos about animals and sea, documentary projects, atmospheric nature journey. Featured instruments are flutes, clarinet, orchestral strings, piano, celesta. Download MP3 Remembering Burian by Emilio Merone Evocative new age track in the style of Enigma and Deep Forest. Featuring Duduk, marimba and wooden
percussions that create an inspiring and dreamy mood. Ideal for National Geography documentation, ancient Peruvian Inca civilization, Amazonka exploration, travel journey in South America, cultural and historical reviews, etc. Download MP3 Deep Hopelessness by Audioblyca This is a heartbreaking, emotive, and dramatic orchestral composition.
The melody is based on the piano, violin, flute, and cello to create a sad, and tragic mood. Ideal for a love story with a broken-heart end, final credits, and for projects where it is necessary to highlight deep sadness, despair, hopelessness, and emptiness. Download MP3 Yoga Asanas by FabianKreutzerSound A meditative traditional Indian song with
sitar, tanpura and bansuri bamboo flute. Perfect for presentations, slideshows, video blogs and any project dealing with yoga and deep calmness. Download MP3 Unforgettable Summer by Media Sushi Upbeat house tune with a fresh summer vibe. Great for summer vacation, fashion show, Youtube vlogs, lifestyle videos, stylish commercial and more.
Instruments: flutes, leads, synth, drums, percussion and funny pitched voice. Download MP3 Ocean Of Freedom by MediaM Ocean Of Freedom - modern, inspiring, motivational summer anthem with guitars, drums, piano and synth. Perfect for travel vlogs, party, hopes and dreams, romantic escape, open road, reality TV, club videos, openers,
Instagram lifestyle content, iOS and Android app promos, YouTube and Vimeo videos, and more. Download MP3 Lifeline by Nazar Rybak Dramatic and emotional new age music with beautiful flute, and dreamy piano. This calm and pensive soundtrack will suit well your projects. Download MP3 Qi Gong Healing by FabianKreutzerSound A relaxing
piece of world music performed with traditional Chinese instruments. Perfect for practicing qi gong, tai chi, yoga, healing practices or any meditation methods. You may also use it for relaxed nature videos. Download MP3 The Mummy by Emanmusic Cinematic track influenced by adventure movies like ''Tale of the Mummy'', ''Indiana Jones'', ''The
Scorpion King''. Perfect as background music for film trailers, final credits, travel TV programs, or any other media that needs hybrid-epic music. Download MP3 Deferred Happiness by SPMusicGroup A relaxing and catchy royalty-free Chill-Hop tune with elegant electric piano, string hits, vocal cuts, and sweet beats. This lush and smooth background
music is best for hotels lobby, coffee and lounge zones, sensual commercials, call hold music, romantic visuals, and more. Download MP3 Glorious Africa by Geoff Harvey Traditional African instrumentation such as marimba, African Flute and Tribal drums. Added distant voice effects creates a soft, relaxing atmosphere with a sense of discovery and
mystery, backed with ethnic vocals create a happy, vibrant African theme useful for documentary, travel or culture themes. Download MP3 Tropical Paradise Welcomes You by Audioflame Positive and uplifting summer pop track in a Tropical House style. Similar to Kygo, Ed Sheeran, Avicii. Perfect for all kinds of media like euphoric beach party,
summer holiday, advertising, water sports, commercial promos, etc. Download MP3 Floating On Air by Jon Wright A graceful, magical classical orchestra Hollywood theme, will instantly bring you in the mood for a fantastic adventure! Suitable as Disney soundalike music for videogames, films, commercials, or trailers. Download MP3 Rise Of China by
Geoff Harvey Vibrant and traditional oriental style melody with enchanting mood. Ideal to use for Asian oriental projects, celebrations and festive events, travel videos, Tai Chi practice, and themes based on Chinese culture. Download MP3 Dawn Forest Healing by Mark Woollard An ethereal Celtic, new age composition. Soft and meditative. Suitable
for videos about nature, meditation, yoga session music, reiki and holistic medicine. Also ideal for mini-games, voice overs, and deep relaxation. Download MP3 Passage Of Time by Brian Holmes An orchestral tune for video game loop with a peaceful melodic line but a sense of underlying tension. There is a repetitive theme to give the sense of time
passing with additional elements being added over, well, time! Download MP3 Zen Garden by ihsandincer A classic and traditional Japanese/ Far East track, featuring Koto, Shamisen, Taiko, and the traditional flute Shachukachi. A great choice for Asian city sceneries, exotic nature, spa centers and meditation practice, martial art, travel
documentaries, and more. Download MP3 The Downturn by Mark Woollard A chillhop track, featuring various vocal fx and synth sounds. Ideal for luxury products, stylish travel projects, phone hold music, and urban projects. Also good street fashion, lounge cafe, design projects, voiceover, or just for listening! Download MP3 Last Piece Of Bird
Cherry Cake by Elena Naumova A funny, clumsy and very bizzare track. You can use it for mini games, cartoon animations. Also good for funny scenes, children projects, cartoon, funny pets, puppet theatre, travel, food, short video clips, having fun etc. Download MP3 Countryside Story by Geoff Harvey Beautiful medieval melody featuring flowing
flute and dulcimer offers a slight Victorian style theme hinting at a romance, love or beauty story. The melody features English notes making it unique if applied to beautiful setting or surroundings such as garden, countryside, tourism or historical monument. Download MP3 Double Doodle by Elena Naumova A funny, clumsy and very bizzare track.
You can use it for mini games, cartoon animations. Also good for funny scenes, children projects, cartoon, funny pets, puppet theatre, travel, food, documentaries, short video clips, having fun etc. Download MP3 Page 7 Off The Farm by Brian Holmes An upbeat and positive orchestral game loop similar to a traditional Victorian-era song. This music is
full of adventure spirit of the first pioneer settlers'. It starts as a typical "farm game" loop but changes into an almost cinematic feel with a beautiful, sweeping melody. Download MP3 Flying Over Ganga River by ColourTunes This atmospheric and romantic royalty-free stock music with Indian flute instrument Bansuri creates a new space for us to
explore. Its hypnotizing mood is excellent for your travel, geographical, documentaries, nature videos, life story projects in India, chill world music background, or any video where you want a soft ethnic relaxing vibe. Download MP3 Fantasy Forest by LexinMusic Calm cinematic composition with Celtic-flavoured orchestral theme. An ideal underscore
for a romantic drama, fantasy or fairytale plots, distant dreamscape, enchanting storytelling, traditional Gaelic documentaries, beautiful nature landscape. Download MP3 Summer Touch by MediaM A trendy tropical house tune with a fresh and hip vibe. Good choice for summer vacation, night club parties, hot fashion show, Youtube vlogs, lifestyle
videos, stylish commercials, and more. Instruments: flutes, leads, synth, drums, percussion, and funny pitched voice. Download MP3 Happy Ramadan by TimTaj This uplifting, inspirational, and happy Middle Eastern background music is great for the announcement of the month of Ramadan. Good for Middle Eastern documentaries, music for
Ramadan advertising, video celebrations, film, Eid al-Adha, and any kind of Eastern, ethnic, Islamic holidays and video projects. Download MP3 Singapore Calling by Emilio Merone Asian electronic music, featuring traditional Chinese flute, strings, zither, and synth percussion creating an energetic and optimistic mood. Works well for projects related
to Asia like YouTube travelvlog, life in Singapore, Shanghai or Hong Kong, fashion industry in China, and other ethnic projects. Download MP3 Pedal Power by Mark Woollard A jaunty, synth-wave inspired track. Quite funky and positive. An ideal backdrop for keep fit videos, aerobic workout and sports. Also as on-hold music or optimistic corporate
presentations. Download MP3 Golden Power Ingots by Brian Bunker Noble, enchanting Chinese traditional music, featuring traditional Asian strings and flutes. Perfect for games, intros or features with a traditional, regal Chinese atmosphere. Download MP3 Funky House Party by Mark Woollard An upbeat, techno house track with a joyful rhythm. It
definitely works for fashion commercials, luxury products, and trendy vlogs. Also suitable for night party, glamour events, club scenes, chill summer vibes, and more. Download MP3 Keep Dreaming by AG Music An elegant soft and sweet acoustic composition featuring piano, ukulele, and strings. This cinematic background music is sure to grab your
viewer's attention and stirs up emotions of love, happiness, and romance. Will fit well for a wide range of romantic projects with a theme of love, romance, friendship, family and more. Download MP3 Love On A Desert Island by Audioflame Catchy and modern summer pop track that brings to mind images of eternal sunshine and infinite horizon. This
track is good for projects related to summertime, seaside vacation, tropical island, cruise travel, beach resort, Instagram image, etc. Download MP3 Beautiful Blue Sky by AG Music An elegant, soft and uplifting acoustic piano composition with a motivational outlook. This music theme is sure to grab your viewer's attention and stirs up emotions of
love, happiness, and romance. This background music will fit well for a wide range of projects. Download MP3 Peaceful Vietnam by FabianKreutzerSound An ethnic, peaceful track featuring Chinese zither 'žgu zhengâ', asian bells and a beautiful violin melody. Imagine yourself watching over vegetated mountains or endless green rice fields. That's

Peaceful Vietnam. Download MP3 Beautiful Island by LexinMusic World ethnic music and modern classical are merged together to create a unique soundtrack for various media projects. Fabulous thematic orchestration that unfolds as a musical story with a sense of admiration and wonder. Featuring piano, strings, flute, dulcimer, cello, exotic
percussion, marimba, bells, bongos. Great for a wild nature documentary, amazing timelapse, travel world journey. Also suitable for art installations, or eco-technology innovations. Download MP3 Mornings Sun by Paul Werner Upbeat and groovy this track clears the path for a new dawn with motivational and inspiring melodies and beats. This simply
beautiful summer pop melody brings lots of positive energy and joy. Suitable for a sunny vacation, happy commercial, beach pool party, Youtube videos, and more. Download MP3 Istanbul Orient by Sungtae Kim Arabic middle eastern music featuring bouzouki, baglamas, zurna and dynamic percussion. Great for travel journey videos, desert
landscapes, Arabian culture, Egyptian traditions, historic documentaries about old Persia, ancient ruins of Turkey, and more. Download MP3 Quirky Swing by Eitan Epstein Music Lively and uptempo, but also a bit sneaky cool jazz swing music with some mamba elements, full of fun and happiness. Great for funny and comical situations, cooking and
food shows, lounge and coffee shops background, dangerous and adventurous moments, crime in action caper stories, retro-styled films and projects much more. Download MP3 Once Upon A Time In Bollywood by ColourTunes This one is a graceful, magical cinematic bollywood royalty free track for your unique projects. It is a world music ethnic
soundtrack that will seduce fans who appreciate authentic, sophisticated and elegant sound. This music theme features traditional instruments as bansuri, sitar, tabla, tempura, santoor. It will be great for any projects related to India. Still, you can also use it in your today's modern commercials, movies, trailers, travel and nature videos and more..
Thanks for listening and purchasing. Download MP3 Chillin At The Beach by FabianKreutzerSound Chillin At The Beach is a relaxed retro hip-hop summer track with soft synth pads, synth bass and acoustic guitar. Imagine cruising with a boat around Caribbean beaches, light waves reflecting sunbeams and life just feels great. That's 'Chillin At The
Beach'. Download MP3 Great Asia by LexinMusic Travel to Asia with this wonderful royalty-free piece of music for the landscapes and the massive diversity of culture and religion! Magical ethnic guitars and strings, spatial and tribal percussion, unique woodwinds and great hits will certainly do the trick for your travel projects, documentaries,
movies, intros and openers, trailers, video games, commercials, promos and Youtube channels! Try it right now and you will be more than delighted with the outcome! Enjoy this one today! Download MP3 The Silk Hill by Jerzy Piaskowski Easy-going bosa-nova tune with the boost to get up and dance. This smooth, rhythmical groove is the best choice
as background music for a beach party, romantic candlelight dinner, good time with food and friends, or just for projects needing of positive neutral vibe. Download MP3 Bunny Race by Roman Cano Playful, funny and energetic orchestral piece. Perfect for casual games, kids content, funny racing games, happy pets videos, funny cartoons, animation
films, easter content, children ad campaigns and more. Download MP3 Lets Go To The Caribbean by Audioflame An easy-going, positive tropical house music similar to Kygo, Cut Your Teeth, with a happy and uplifting feeling. Featuring synth flute, steel drums and an electronic rhythm section. This background music is suitable for summertime
YouTube vlogs, seaside vacation, travel memories, outdoor parties, a celebration of life, or other cool and trendy events. Download MP3 Dream Trance by Erick McNerney Dreamy, whirling cinematic piece, with harps, flutes, voices, and a fairy mood. Magical sounds involve the listener in a whirlwind of the bizarre mysteries. This soundtrack will
perfectly emphasize fantastic stories about elves, underwater worlds, or parallel realities. Works well for quest intro, the opening scene, sci-fi video games backdrop, or finale credits. Download MP3 Feeling Soulful by Mark Woollard Smooth tropical chill track with a female vocal, flute sound and digital synth effects. Ideal as background music for
lounge cafe instore music, stress relief, resort holidays, luxury products, real estate and fashion. Download MP3 Peaceful Himalaya by FabianKreutzerSound A relaxing and peaceful world fusion lullaby featuring beautiful flutes and calm bells. Perfect for anything relating to Asia, Himalayas or even Celtic theme. Also suitable for cultural
documentaries, fantasy voice-overs, fairytale stories, children's projects, the good wizard magic, and more. Download MP3 Magical Fantasy by SnowMusicStudio Magical and beautiful new-age music in Celtic style. A perfect soundtrack for a fantasy world in video games and films, underwater footage, unicorn and fairies, as underscore for a fairytale,
imagination, mystical forest landscapes, etc. Download MP3 Middle Eastern Magic by Andy Littlewood Mystical Middle Eastern track featuring clarinet, ehru, dayereh, zither, oud, guitar, bass, and drums. Great for scenes involving Middle East, Egypt, Afghanistan, Arabs, Syria, Lebanon, the great pyramids, snake charmer, magic carpet, Persian
market, Egyptians, bazaar, belly dancing, desert sands. Download MP3 Travel China by FabianKreutzerSound Travel China is a traditional Eastern new age instrumental, which is perfect for any material relating to China or Asia. The Chinese percussion, flute and zither add the relaxed ethnic flavour to this piece of music and your project as well.
Download MP3 Ancient Miyabi by Ryo Utasato Traditional Japanese melody with Koto and Flute with reflective, and beautiful sound. Make a walk into an ancient Japan. Music that penetrates the most hidden corners of the soul, plunges the body into relaxation mode, and stop the flow of thought. Suitable as background for Japanese culture, a
historical documentary about samurai, meditation, spiritual revelation, and more. Download MP3 Medieval Festival by Brian Holmes A fun and jaunty loop featuring guitar, flutes, clarinet, and percussion that gives the feel of being the pomp and festivities of the renaissance and medieval times. Great for games! Download MP3 Travel Asia by
GreenBird Exotic atmospheric, and ethnic tune, featuring Asian instruments, percussions, and synthesizers. Great music for YouTube documentary, travel Asian vlogs, new destination, night lights of Tokyo, Hong Kong streets, Chinese festival, and more. Download MP3 Indian Temple by Mike Nowa It's Indian etnic, meditational track. This track is
consisting of Indian tabla, metal tongue drum, electric guitar, bells, percussion and fretless bass. Great for meditation, travel videos, relaxation vibes, in-store retail background music, etc. Download MP3 Chill Waves by Plastic3 Romantic and melodious pop ambient background in Enigma style. With tender synths and pan flute solo, relaxing sounds of
the sea, and somnolent electronic drums. It can be used as a piece of relaxed music for commercial websites, documentary movies, weather forecasts, nature timelapse, and more. Download MP3 Ambient Flight by Andy Littlewood Enigmatic and contradictory ambient instrumental track with the complex sound of synth pads, harp, flute, piano,
strings, and sound fx. Great for suspense scenes, long term thinking, waiting time, puzzle games, thriller films, CSI investigation, a documentary about unsolved mystery or secrets`. Download MP3 Human Machine by Paul Werner Dramatic, aggressive soundtrack with fast paced cello rhythmics as the main feature and hybrid drums. Suitable as
background music for chase thriller scenes, sudden attack in war games, fighting action, and more. Ideal to provide tension and add some stress in your project. Download MP3 Through The Prairies by SnowMusicStudio Western ethnic and Americana folk instrumental music track with fiddle, banjo, american flutes, acoustic guitar, ethnic percussion
and more. Perfect for cinematic projects, travel video sabout Texas, countryside people, cowboys of the old west, wild wild west, free spirit, wild hearts, cowboys western films, American nature reserves, etc. Download MP3 Forest Awakening by Yuri Rozenfeld Pleasant calm melody reminiscent of awakening in the forest. Featuring a combination of
musical instruments such as bagpipes, flute and sampled birdsong. Feel free to use this melody in various multimedia projects. Download MP3 An Inquisitive Mind by Erick McNerney Experimental modern classical composition. A flute and harp duet with a strange, alluring mood. Perfect for cinematographic projects, scenes of memories and
imaginary visions, puzzle games, art projects, or original theatre performance. Download MP3 Rise Of Champions by Jon Wright Heroic, uplifting, and powerful orchestral composition. Begins with a melodic piano, and builds to a colossal climax positive and inspiring feel. Perfect for an adventure film, historical drama, victory scenes and the triumph
of goodness, theatrical productions, network games, hype advertising, and other projects with a bright aspect. Download MP3 Rock Like A Pharaoh by Andy Littlewood Lively Egyptian style instrumentation fused with a driving Ska Punk beat. Features overdriven electric guitars, Rabab, Santoor, Oud Lute, drums, bass, percussion. Great for scenes
involving Egypt, Middle East, The Great Pyramids, people dancing, action and adventure, funny travel videos, and more. Download MP3 Irish Charm by Andy Littlewood Energetic Irish folk rock track with a feel good vibe. Features fiddle, acoustic guitar, bodhran, mandolin, whistle, bass, and drums. Great for St. Patrick's Day celebrations, Irish pub
and bar scenes, happy go lucky chase scenes. Download MP3 Latino Tropical by Andy Littlewood Uplifting latin track with a hot tropical feel. Features Spanish guitar, flute, percussion, horns, bass. Great for scenes of people dancing and having a good time, street carnival, beach parties, travel channel, etc. Download MP3 Desert Night by Soundroll
Lush ambient soundscape with the mix of Middle-East pads, Arabian percussion, darbuka, flute. This hypnotic melody evokes Far East scenes, caravans in the desert, oriental mystery, long-awaiting oasis, 1001 Nights and Sheherazade. Ideal as background music for OAE travel video, fire shows, sensual belly dancing. Ideal for documentaries and TV.
Download MP3 Chinese Garden by Richard Hinton Asian style minimalistic triphop track with a very quiet and peaceful atmosphere. Suitable for projects needing a slight Oriental or Chinese feel, martial arts, kung fu movie, dark streets, shadowy detectives, Download MP3 Page 8 Crime And Conspiracy by Mark Woollard A hybrid jazz/chillout track. A
mix of double bass, flute, and digital effects. The melody immerses in uncertain, a bit cosmic sensation as if everything around is flooded with neon light. Ideal background music for suspense scenes, kick-ass bad dudes, espionage, conspiracy, smoky bars, and crime in progress. Download MP3 Tai Chi Master by FabianKreutzerSound A relaxing piece
of ethnic world music, which is perfect for practicing tai chi, qi gong, karate or other martial arts. You may also use it for Asia travel reports, Ancient Empires history or as Oriental-themed videos. Download MP3 Peace With Nature by Geoff Harvey Simple ambient piece with subtle oriental instrumentation. Ideal for meditation and therapy uses. Deep,
resonant sound aims at relaxation in a natural setting. Download MP3 Wine And Olives by Alexander Lisenkov This is bouncy and energetic track featuring Greek and Mediterranean traditional instruments. It would be nice for vacation or travel videos about Greece, Georgia, Montenegro, Croatia, Cyprus, Israel or Turkey. Download MP3 Indian
Festival by Geoff Harvey Energetic, upbeat Ethnic Indian style piece with hip-hop and Bollywood themes. Sarod and Sitar carry melody with contemporary percussion with traditional Indian drones. Download MP3 World Beat by ABCstudio Upbeat dance-pop track with ethnic and exotic elements similar to Deep Forest. Great for projects related to
nature, dance performance, tribal lifestyle, fashion backstage, wildlife travel, and much more! Download MP3 Asian Nights by ihsandincer An authentic Asian track with a modern dance arrangement. Traditional oriental melody in a positive way gives happiness and joy. Perfect for different media projects, Chinese New Year, Chinatown restaurants,
exotic kitchen recipes, souvenir shops, Hong Kong travel journey, Singapour visiting and just cute videos on YouTube. Download MP3 Dragons Year by ihsandincer A traditional and authentic Asian melody creates an epic global soundscape. Great as background music for a joyful celebration of Chinese New Year, history of the emperor of China,
healing practices, Asian culture and festivals events, explore the world program, travel shows on YouTube, ethnic dance lessons, thematic exhibition. Download MP3 Asia Travel by ihsandincer A happy and uplifting Asian track with a simple traditional melody. Suitable for Chinese New Year, Hong Kong travel, Shanghai journey, exotic food delivery,
on-hold services, travelogue on YouTube, children's projects, mobile apps, qigong practice. Download MP3 Keep Calm by Plastic3 Peaceful and mysterious new age music in the style of Enigma for your original projects. This chill and deep track can be used as a music background for documentary films, logo intros, relaxation, yoga session, meditation
or spa youtube videos. Take a deep breath and relax. Download MP3 Braveheart by Yoav Alyagon Refreshing, light and happy acoustic folk music with cheerful and upbeat vibes. Resembling to Irish march music. An uplifting tune with claps, whistles, and 'heys' that will be a perfect fit for a wide range of promotional videos, joyful events,
advertisements, inspiring presentations, family video archives and much more! Download MP3 Relaxation by Mark Woollard A serene and tranquil piece. Perfect background music for studying, relaxing and meditating.Would also be ideal for quiet moments of life, recreation, theater productions and your inspiration! Download MP3 Summer Waltz by
Mark Woollard A slow, retro sounding, easy listening piece. Features lush strings and a steady light beat. Ideal for voice-overs, old-school romance, 1950 era documentaries, etc. Download MP3 Hopes For Tomorrow by Geoff Harvey Bright and positive piano chords backed with upbeat drums creates a nice and fresh melody with lots of joyful and feelgood elements. Useful to convey hope or success, working together as a team, being loved by family or friends, or achieving the impossible making dreams come true. Very good for happy endings. Download MP3 Medieval Street by Raffaele De Leonardo I like to think of how an Italian city could have been in the 14th century, amidst gallant
atmospheres and village festivals. The track is perfectly completed even if it is not used in a loop. Download MP3 Pure By Design by Geoff Harvey An innovative track featuring electronic keyboard and modern drum beats, designed to imply forward thinking and development, technology and development. The melody contains many positive and
optimistic elements making it useful for product design, corporate presentation or product demonstration. Download MP3 The Sunset by Emilio Merone This is anew age chill out track featuring Indian instruments and smooth synth sounds. Suitable for meditation, Zen practice, yoga asana, relaxation, spa treatment etc. Download MP3 Coffe Time by
RMSound Calm and relax corporate track that features real guitars, pianos, drums. This song is perfect for promotional videos, commercials, advertisements, TV ads, YouTube videos, corporate presentations. Download MP3 Sand Sea And Waves by Audioflame Commercial tropical track with inspiring and positive mood. Instruments: tropical house
plucks and pianos with drums. Ideal for tv advertising, radio, films, movie, foto, party, fashion, holidays, business and travel videos, motivational presentations. Download MP3 Indonesia Travel by Geoff Harvey An ethnic array of southeast Asian instrumentation. Featuring Gamelan, Gong, Wind Chimes, Shakuhachi flute, Strings, Background Vocals
and Asian Percussion. Suggests a journey or adventure making it very useful for travel Vlog or background theme for tourism documentary. Download MP3 I Want More by SPMusicGroup Hip Hop gangsta royalty free music track for your various purposes. It is cool as a soundtrack for commercials, video games and modern apps, promos and openers,
youtube channels, social media content, After Effects projects, etc. Its positive vibes will instantly make your projects look and sound like never before! Enjoy! Download MP3 Irish Dance by Geoff Harvey Traditional Celt style track featuring traditional Irish instruments such as Irish Fiddle, Dulcimer, Penny Whistle and Tambourine. The tempo is fast
and upbeat, with an Irish jig twang making it useful for advertising or TV commercial implying laughter, fun and joy in Ireland. Also suitable for adventure productions, uplifting and incredibly cinematic plots, Medieval castles, knights and fair ladies, etc. Download MP3 Himalayan Adventure by Geoff Harvey A legendary adventure style track
featuring ethnic vocals, an eastern string section, sitar, tambura, shakuhachi flute and deep drums providing a beautiful eastern style representation envisaging exploration and wonder. The rack itself was designed to suggest achieve goals and striving for success such as climbing a mountain. Excellent for promo videos, time lapse music or travel
vlog. Download MP3 The Podium by Audioflame Sentimental Inspiring Indie track that features breezy acoustic guitar lite piano melody and soft flute and strings. This song is perfect for promotional videos, commercials, advertisements, YouTube videos, corporate presentations, and much more! Download MP3 The Path Of Angels by Mark Woollard A
serene and meditative track that features a delicate flute and harp melody. Soft pads and subtle windchimes also feature, making this an ideal track for studying, relaxing, spa treatments, on hold, podcasts and voice-overs. Download MP3 Deep Nature by Starjam Ethnic future chill background music with sour and spicy atmosphere. Perfect for videos
with nature, time-lapse videos or other inspiring video projects. Download MP3 Losing My Patience by Ionics Music An orchestral and a bit tribal themed music. Anxious and slightly mysterious. A fast-paced piano accompanied by a percussion rhythm with a vibraphone and tribal flutes. Suitable for film, commercials, and comedies. Download MP3
Dance Like This by Plastic3 This is inspiring, motivational and energetic pop dance music in electronic club style, with a bright and confident mood. Inspirational background track for your lifestyle projects with exciting sound. Contains analog synths, powerful bass, groovy rhythms and club drums. Download MP3 Calming Water by Mark Woollard A
gentle, serene and tranquil new age track. Featuring soft plucks, flute and subtle natural fx. Ideal for presentations, on hold music, nature timelapse, etc. Download MP3 Dragons Lullaby by Christian Aen Happy Asian springtime music, Chinese New Years Romance, romantic comedy, travel, cooking show. To accompany nature scenes, gardens and
water. Beautiful and nostalgic, harvest time, family scenes of joy. Download MP3 Yoga And Zen by ihsandincer Mysterious royalty free meditation music with soulful zen ambiance. Suitable as a soundtrack for dreams and a peaceful mind, yoga Nidra practice, deep relaxation, moments of stillness and tranquility. Download MP3 Tropicanka by
Audioflame Inspirational, optimistic music track with uplifting and inspiring sound. It will be a perfect choice for inspiring travel videos, adventure journey, explainers, exotic vacation, etc. Download MP3 Beautiful Majesty by Erick McNerney A lush, warm and heartwarming choir based orchestral piece. Conveying emotions that range from sad to
uplifting, to nostalgic and wistful. Creates a sense of longing and an appreciation for life. Download MP3 Romantic Legend by DPmusic This is subtle and gentle romantic music with piano and orchestra. Nice track for wedding videos, love stories, romantic episodes, sentimental events and similar kind of video. Download MP3 Magic Moments by
Nazar Rybak This is a magical and dreamy melody featuring flute, piano, strings and bells. Perfectly for background music for touching romantic performances, wedding reception, beautiful love story, and memorable moments. Download MP3 Middle East Journey by ihsandincer A powerful and dynamic middle eastern track, featuring traditional
ethnical instrumentation, like saz and driving rhythm section and percussion. Would be great for travel documentaries, film about the Arab world, ethnical trips, political situation issue, the culture of such countries as Turkey, UAE or Iran. Download MP3 Magic Adventure by SnowMusicStudio Magical and festive orchestral cinematic track. Good for
winter holidays advertising, Christmas preparation video, sparkling Xmas commercial, arcade game, YouTube or TV show. Download MP3 Good Vibes Beat by Yoav Alyagon A flowing, breezy and cool instrumental production with a smooth chill-out lounge feel. Ideal for background music to video content of brands, products or services. Would also
work perfectly for fashion shows, summer and beach party moods, elevator music, hotel and spa atmosphere background and more. Download MP3 Travel To The New Lands by ihsandincer A track that will make you want to discover and travel the world. Perfect for travel videos, cartoon, games, and African romantic themes documentaries. In the
style of "The Lion King" Disney cartoon animation. Download MP3 Page 9 Classy Life by ihsandincer Catchy, breezy and elegant instrumental music where traditional bossa nova meets relaxed funky beat. This beautiful fusion creates an intricate and witty mood, which is wonderful for lounge atmosphere in the restaurant, bar, casino gambling,
boutique hotel, scenes of reflection. Download MP3 Downtown Chill by Mark Woollard A funky, mellow, hip-hop tune. Features include an uplifting flute melody, laid-back beats and various vox effects. Ideal for podcasts, corporate videos, presentations etc. Download MP3 Blazing Summer by Mark Woollard A tropical inspired chilled house track.
Features a perky flute type sound providing the lead melody. Underpinned by a funky slow house groove. Perfect for podcasts, travel documentaries, summer holidays videos etc. Download MP3 Exciting Journey by Nazar Rybak An energetic corporate track that features real guitars, pianos, drums and electronic accents. Used electronic guitar, piano,
soft drums and flute melody. This song is perfect for promotional videos, commercials, advertisements, movie trailers, film scores, TV ads, YouTube videos, corporate presentations, and much more! Download MP3 Eastern Sky by Ryo Utasato Contemporary Middle Eastern orchestral background music featuring duduk, santoor, and percussion. Would
be great for an oriental documentary or film, cinematic scenes of desert sands and oasis, mysterious and haunting exotic Arabic world. Download MP3 A Night In Delhi by Emilio Merone This is a lounge-chill out track that brings you into a comfortable zone in your mind. Featuring Indian taste sounds samples and warm and smooth synth sounds and
arpeggiators with hypnotic drums machine. Download MP3 Poker And Jazz by SnowMusicStudio Cool jazzy instrumental background music. Good for any media projects like casino poker game, caper story, bank heist, shopping mall, soft videos, vacation, cafe, tv programs and other. Download MP3 Exciting Positive Moments by Yoav Alyagon Positive
and exciting summer pop-dance track. Accurate and spacy sound. Music Box creates premium commercial stock music for companies and business around the globe. In the style of Clean Bandits. Download MP3 Reliable Technology by Mr_B_Music_Studio A calm atmospheric piece which will perfectly suit for various projects. Such as all kinds of
YouTube videos, nature films, love stories or documentaries or any other media projects looking for elegant and successful mood. Download MP3 Dreaming Old Love by Raffaele De Leonardo Experimental music with a mixture of classical and modern instruments. Great rhythmic base and formidable dialogues of violins, flute and electric guitars to
create an atmosphere of subtle nostalgia. Download MP3 Inside Of Me by SPMusicGroup This one is an excellent experimental track for your presentations and various projects. Spectacular parts accompanied by flutes will not leave you indifferent. Enjoy! Download MP3 Once Upon A Time by Audiocalm This is an uplifting theme featuring piano and
orchestra, loaded with inspiring harmony. Suitable for use in historical films, timelapse video with atmospheric nature, motivational presentation, inspiring storytelling, for Youtube vlog and more. Download MP3 Rise Of Legends by Mark Woollard A rousing, inspiring orchestral track. Starting off quite mellow, this soon turns into an epic sounding
piece, while still keeping a relaxed feel. Ideal for presentations, corporate videos, documentaries, history, games, etc. Download MP3 Inspiring Asia by MediaM Beautiful, inspiring, gentle, atmospheric and relaxing composition. Great for travel documentary or tourism, advertising, different cultures, world discovery, Asian adventures, ethnic life, and
more. Download MP3 Quick And Positive by Mr_B_Music_Studio A positive and uplifting piece featuring pizzicato violins, marimba and xylophone. This piece will perfectly suit for advertisements, movies, any kinds of corporate media projects, YouTube videos, photo albums, vacation films or any other media project looking for optimistic, shiny and
merry mood. Download MP3 Danish Vibe by Emilio Merone Jazz-funk track features ambient flutes and synth bass. This confident and seductive music is great for urban atmosphere, cool fashion show, luxurious and aesthetic productions. Download MP3 Pirates Action by SnowMusicStudio Epic orchestral heroic instrumental music track. Great for
your adventure films, RPG/Arcade games, pirates video, TV show openers, action scenes, cinematic battles, trailers and other projects! Download MP3 The Broken Heart by Audiocalm Emotional heartful track with melancholic, touching and reflective melody. Ideal background music for romantic films, trailers, slideshow, cinematic background,
dramatic moments, soundtrack, promo, presentation, social media. Download MP3 Rain Meditation by Mark Woollard A journey into serenity is what this track is all about.With calming flute and whispering pads, this makes the perfect companion for relaxing, studying yoga, meditation practice, spa massage, etc. Download MP3 Heroic Moment by
Audiocalm Epic, cinematic, adventure, action, dramatic, and heroic orchestral track. Perfect for movie trailer, game or youtube video project. Very good for adventures films or fantasy movies, the superiority of a hero, film credit sequence, historic documentary. Download MP3 Pride Of The Tribe by Ionics Music Heroic and powerful world music from
the Middle East / Persian style. Orchestrated with strings, kettle drums, percussion and ney flute. Perfect as a soundtrack for adventures movie score, Aladdin and his wonderful lamp, 1001 Arabian Nights tales, and historically based movies. Download MP3 Infants Play by SmarTune Music Sweet loop with a delightful baroque arrangement and a
slightly regal feel. Performed by flute and strings. Great for children education video, tales of knights, bards and poets, great castles and small villages, etc. Download MP3 Ocean Dance by E.L. Mahon Sitting by the ocean taking in the gentle movement of the water and being in deep thought. This romantic sentimental melody suitable for TV
programs and nature documentaries, inner harmony, peaceful mind, thematic movies, moments of expectation and reflection. Download MP3 A Moment To Remember by Audiocalm Beautiful piano track with flutes create magical, inspiring and heartfelt mood. Ideal background music for slideshow, film, atmospheric videos, documentaries. Download
MP3 Inspiring Irish Dance by SmarTune Music Energetic colorful and emotional Celtic style track. It has great musical diversity and character. Perfectly suits for inspiring projects, video editing, motivational presentations, heroic video games, teaser, advertising, trailer, theatrical productions, cinematic productions, etc. Download MP3 Just A Break
by SmarTune Music Gentle track performed with a real flute and piano keyboards. Perfect for inspiring projects, including lush romantic film, comedy scenes, poignant relationship moments. Suitable as background music for shopping, cafes, bars, and restaurants. Download MP3 Over The Sky by RMSound It is a minimal and modern composition full
of emotion and nostalgia. Perfect for films, documentary projects, relaxing timelapse, organic natural products, inspirational videos. Download MP3 In Your Loving Arms by Premium TraX Positive, sentimental and romantic composition featuring acoustic guitar, glockenspiel, flute, bass, and percussion. This lovely track is great for public service
announcements, countryside family vacations, rustic ads, feel-good videos, and more. Download MP3 Grace Of God by Mike Nowa Chill out and relaxing track. It features warm and wide digital synths, acoustic piano, flute melody, slow drums and percussion. This track is great for relaxing time, organic life, travel videos, presentations and all kind of
luxury advertising. Download MP3 Butterfly High by Nazar Rybak A friendly easy listening track performed with an acoustic guitar, piano, and Celtic flute. Perfect background for any commercial use, joyful video, happy videohive project, Irish countryside landscapes, green and renewable energy, education program, and more. Download MP3 Asian
Sunrise by Elena Naumova Asian music with traditional ethnic instruments, world percussion and orchestral. Perfect for using in oriental movies, documentaries about Japan or China, Tai Chi or Qigong practice, travel videos, other exotic projects. Download MP3 Page 10 From The Ashes by E.L. Mahon A beautiful piece that gives a sense of rebirth,
new discovery etc. This ethnic orchestral background music is great for various cinematic use, mystery, intrigue, awakening, oriental desert scenes, sacred world, secret place, fantasy adventures or video games preview. In the style of Avatar soundtrack. Download MP3 Rain Dance by Yuri Rozenfeld A cheerful, playful melody in a combination of
guitars, woodwinds, and keyboards resemble falling drops of rain. Suitable for any multimedia projects. Download MP3 Gentle Ocean Breeze by Mark Woollard A feelgood, easy-going chillout track. Includes gentle acoustic guitar and piano melodies. A soft beat and subtle pads add a contemporary feel, along with some natural fx. Download MP3 Town
Ranch by Yuri Rozenfeld Easy country music mix of banjo, guitars and flutes. Suitable for rustic scenes, medieval folk fest, early morning in the village, countryside life, travel documentaries, nature videos, and any other kinds of multimedia projects. Download MP3 Chinese Beauty by Yoav Alyagon Gentle, atmospheric and relaxing traditional Chinese
composition with a soothing and warm feel. Featuring Chinese Guzheng Zither accompanied by warm strings, percussions, and other traditional Chinese instruments. Great for healing meditation, a relaxing practice of yoga or thai chi, spa massage, etc. Download MP3 Wedding Day by SnowMusicStudio Beautiful, sweet, positive and instrumental
music track. Great for a wedding ceremony, lovely relationship, romantic TV scenes, build up to kiss, sweet commercial and more. Download MP3 Andean Dream by Tom Beuchel This is a rhythmic track based on percussive elements along with a pan flute melody and synth textures. Mystical and almost tribal sounding, it conveys a sense of wonder
and optimism without taking itself too seriously. Download MP3 Romantic Letter by Mr_B_Music_Studio A calm, light, minimalistic, atmospheric and transparent piece performed by electric guitar, flute, marimba and glockenspiel. This track will perfectly suit for romantic movie, relaxing video, love story album, family video or any other media project
looking for easy and heartwarming mood. Download MP3 Winter Waltz by Mr_B_Music_Studio A light, beautiful and romantic orchestral piece from Belle Epoque which will perfectly fit for advertisements, history movies, family videos, wedding or love story albums. Also good for YouTube or any other media projects looking for elegant, classical,
optimistic and inspirational mood. Download MP3 Wild Flower by Ionics Music A colorful world music theme with a Greek, Middle Eastern, Balkans and Mexican flavor. Perfect as a movie theme. Melodic and sentimental. Featuring accordion, bouzouki, acoustic guitars and flutes. Download MP3 Fairy Christmas by JGaudio Magical and inspirational
winter holiday track with rich piano keys, fairy flutes and strings, positive shiny bells, cinematic drums, orchestral horns and brasses, sleigh bells, catchy melodies. Perfect for Christmas videos and New Year celebration, cinematic intros or every day listening. Download MP3 Romance Of The Isles by Geoff Harvey A powerful, slightly romantic
orchestral melody exhibiting desire, pride and triumph, featuring rising harmonic instrumentation such as orchestral strings, timpani and orchestral horns which burst into scene mid-way into the melody offering a sense of dramatic emotion and belief. Download MP3 Laid Back Flute by Mark Woollard A chilled, funky beat and a perky flute create a
warm, positive vibe throughout.This is complemented by some airy pads and synths to add to the atmosphere. Download MP3 My Mustang by SPMusicGroup A cheerful and inspirational track with oriental ethnic instruments. Suitable for funny videos, Indian Bollywood style movies, desert road trip, and will cheer up any project. Download MP3
Oriental Firefly by Geoff Harvey Eastern style strings backed with softening flute and tribal drums evokes a sense of travel and oriental culture. A useful melody for travel documentary, food or restaurant theme or imply a Chinese oriental style background theme. The track features authentic eastern oriental instruments such as; Ehud, Oriental
Percussion and Chinese Gong. Download MP3 Voice Of Ancestors by JGaudio Modern downtempo synthetic track in cosmic chilltrap genre with atmospheric drum beats, mellow pads, wobble deep bass, realistic nature flutes like Enigma, relaxing mood, synthesizer keys and more. Perfect for spiritual adventure, yoga, tai chi, reiki slideshow, self
research documentary, youtube video and every day listening. Download MP3 Bittersweetness by Sean Balli Pop / dance loop with a semi-tropical feel featuring keyboard synths, flute, steel drums, and bass. Possible uses can range from dance / movement scenes, workout videos, etc. Download MP3 Imaginary World by Nazar Rybak Contemporary and
classical, beautiful piano and orchestral strings, great for emotional underscore. Perfect for documentaries, films, commercials. Download MP3 Relaxing Vacation by Audioflame Easy-listening acoustic music with soothing relaxing atmosphere and tropical vibes. Featuring piano, marimba, flute, and xylophone. Perfect for your holiday time vacation,
peace and quietness, etc. Download MP3 Well Get There by Sean Balli R&B loop featuring saxophone, strings, synths, and bells. Possible uses can range from song loops, reflection scenes, uplifting pieces, etc. Download MP3 Tropical Beach by Mike Nowa Hot summer night party track with tropical vibes. This track featured of piano harmony, lot of
synths, warm bass, latin percussion and massive kick. It's perfect for presentation, ads, YouTube, travel videos, parties. Download MP3 Long Time Ago by White Cat Music Inspirational, atmospheric acoustic track, with a clear cinematic quality and autumn mood. Based on acoustic guitar and beautiful violins, all played by real musicians. It can be
used for romantic scenes, documentaries, or any production that needs to be inspiring, suggestive or uplifting. Download MP3 Remember This Night by Sean Balli Dance loop with a slight world feels featuring synth bass, flute, bells, and various percussion. Possible uses can range from happy preparation scenes, workouts, dance videos, etc.
Download MP3 Daisy Pants by Nazar Rybak This is a very happy and positive reggae track, with sounds of acoustic guitar, bells, strings and flute. Good for kids mini-games, family vacation, leisure time with friends, funny cartoons, etc. Download MP3 Happy Bright Days by Nazar Rybak It's a fun and happy track, ideal background music for
advertising, radio commercials, children related content, youtube and more. Featuring ukulele, acoustic guitars, bells, piano, bass and drums. Ideal for advertising. Download MP3 Girotondo by Raffaele De Leonardo Highly elegant track, 3/4 waltzer time. Classical guitar, strings, flute overlapping their voices creating a serene and joyful picture.
Perfect for any type of project. Download MP3 Jack In The Box by Mark Woollard A light, bouncy and happy track, featuring acoustic guitar and foley fx. A perky flute leads the way, along with various percussion and a slow jazz drumbeat. Great for children games, funny cartoons, and other things. Download MP3 Creative Artist by Jon Wright
Whether the subject is painting a masterpiece, working on arts and crafts, or simply letting imagination and creativity flow. This chamber orchestra piece provides a sophisticated and inspirational soundtrack. Download MP3 Relaxing Dreams by Plastic3 Romantic melodious chillout track in the Enigma style. Featuring tender pan flute and bells solo,
plus somnolent ambient synths. This track can be used in games and movies, video projects, as background music for websites and Youtube videos. Download MP3 All In Good Time by Matthias Harris A laid back, cool and vintage instrumental hip hop funk music track featuring chopped female vocal sounds, deep and catchy double bass riffs, brass
and piano. Perfect for vlogs, tutorial videos and stylish video productions. Download MP3 Spirit Of Inspiration by Yoav Alyagon Inspiring acoustic track with a bright and positive feel, based on a beautiful piano theme, accompanied by acoustic guitars, flutes, warm pads, and drums. The overall friendly and optimistic mood makes this track a great
choice for a wide range of typical corporate media projects, including corporate promotional videos, training videos, business presentations, product demos, explainer animation, YouTube ads, as well as any business related multimedia material related to fun, success and joy. Download MP3 An Ancient Tale by Mr_B_Music_Studio A light and
atmospheric orchestral track. This piece will perfectly suit for games, movies, cartoons or any other media projects looking for fantasy, heroic and fairy-tale mood. Download MP3 Crystal Island Mystery by Ionics Music This track is a real adventurous audio gem from a virgin island scenery with a crystal clear ocean surrounding it and soft white sand
covering its beaches. It has ethnic instruments and motifs, mystery, innocence, a strong scent of an adventure, and a magical feeling of a new and wonderful discovery, hiding somewhere, where men haven't set their foot yet. The track features instruments such as kalimba, pan flute, ethnic percussion, shaker, celeste, harp, vibraphone, clave, strings
and much more. Suitable for video games with curious mood, animations, TV shows about traveling and children related productions. In the style of the treasure hunter films like Indiana Jones, Lara Croft and more. Download MP3 Summer Beach House by Mark Woollard A fresh and contemporary new age house track in Enigma style. Features
include a memorable synth melody, a chilled funky rhythm, and various modern fx. Good for youth/pop and uplifting productions. Download MP3 Egyptian Ceremony by SnowMusicStudio Charming and mysterious ethnic background music from Middle Eastern or North Africa region. Ideally, for your adventure film and video game about snake
charmer shows, belly dancing in the harem style, Aladdin's lamp and Genie, starry night in the Sahara desert, slow-moving camel caravan. Also good for travelogue video about Morocco, Dubai or Egyptian pyramides. Download MP3 Jungle Rescue by Sean Balli Intro styled instrumental featuring flutes, strings, and various percussion. Possible uses
can range from safari and animal themed scenes, intros, etc. Download MP3 Page 11 Tropical Freedom by Audioflame Happy and optimistic inspirational track in tropical house style gives you energetic and powerful mood. Best for tv advertising, radio, films, movie, photo album, travel videos, motivation, and fun. Download MP3 The Big Promise by
Emilio Merone Celestial and classy background music in the style of classical Hollywood cinema soundtrack. Featuring mellow flute and light acoustic piano on a strings bed that create an enchanting mood. Ideal for a wedding reception, romantic films, anniversary slideshow, and projects needing a heavenly feel. Download MP3 African Night by
SnowMusicStudio African ethnic cinematic background music. Perfect for travel channel, video game, adventure documentary, TV intro. In the style of Deep Forest, Enigma, Global Trekker main theme, Lonely Planet and National Geography. Download MP3 Caliph Stork by Elena Naumova Ethnic background music with Middle-East or India feeling.
You can use it for mini games, cartoon animations about Alladin, Ali Baba or Sinbad, exotic wonders, magic lamp and genie. Also good for educational projects, travel and food documentaries and more. Download MP3 Happy Acoustic Colours by Christian Aen A cheerful and happy tune with piano, whistling, ukulele, cello, drums and claps. Great for
YouTube videos, photo slideshows, commercials, and any project that needs a positive vibe. Download MP3 Rise Victorious by AG Music Epic cinematic underscore with a big orchestra sound building to a glorious finish. Ideal background music for dramatic patriotic movies with a happy ending, war history documentaries, where's good finally win
against bad, adventures and others. Download MP3 Young Hearts by Mark Woollard A perky flute plays a warm, child-like melody. This is underpinned by happy piano chords and various percussion. A friendly uplifting track is a result, that will definitely bring the spring vibes to your project. Download MP3 Make This Last Forever by Goldie Shine
Edgy summer chill track, with smooth cool vibes and sexy male voice. Great for high-tech production, design projects, stylish fashion videos, sunset session, youth lifestyle, workout and jogging. Download MP3 Comical Pizz by Dvir Zilverstone Modern comical fun stride in a positive and optimistic clownish goofy style. Bouncy and funny, easy going
and happy orchestral track. Featuring pizzicato strings, wind ensemble, electronic drums, vibraphone, classical guitar and brass section. Download MP3 This World Is Yours by Nazar Rybak A soft and peaceful, uplifting track with a very organic and light instrumentation of acoustic guitars, flute and tasteful percussion. A discreet whistling melody
underlines an optimistic and hopeful atmosphere, that provides a perfect setting for a morning sunrise or summer mood. Download MP3 Eastern Asia Traditions by Eitan Epstein Music This is an Asian oriental world music track, full of exotic beauty and atmosphere. Great for travel and journey films, nature landscapes and meditation videos. Also
perfect for traditional life scenes of Japan and China, and ethnic world documentary films. Download MP3 Tribal Jungle by Eitan Epstein Music This track is great for ethnic and oriental travelings, a night at the desert, exotic landscapes, world travel shows, relaxation, and meditation. Instruments and orchestration: percussion, big ocarina, synth
pads, shakers and tambourine Download MP3 Oriental East Journey by Eitan Epstein Music This track is great for ethnic and oriental scenes, desert and Arabian landscapes, world travel shows, documentaries tv, and much more. Instruments: percussion, ethnic flute, synth pads, shakers and tambourin Download MP3 The Sky At Night by Jon Wright
This rousing, beautiful orchestral track conveys a sense of breathtaking magic and wonder. Great for games, documentaries, space, royal majesty, knights, ladies of heart, courage and honor, nobility, feat and devotion, time and nature projects. Download MP3 Asia Journey by Eitan Epstein Music This is an Asian world music track, full of beauty and
exotic atmosphere. Great for travel and journey films, nature and meditation videos, landscapes, oriental culture, Japanese and Chinese traditions, ethnic documentary films and much more. Download MP3 Guiding Star by Mark Woollard An ethereal, new age track. Slow and serene. Perfect for meditation, relaxation, reiki, yoga. Features a seductive
flute melody, sweeping choir pad, and a repeating harp motif. Download MP3 Busy Fingers by Mark Woollard Funny and cheerful track to create a childish mood. You can use it for pre-school activities, funny cartoons, mini games, birthday party, kids show etc. A happy, perky flute plays the lead melody. This is accompanied by piano chords and
various percussion that builds throughout. Download MP3 Dreaming Lonely Mars by Plastic3 This track is a mix of styles including Enigma style flute melody, chill out atmosphere with exciting break beats, and natural wildlife sounds. If you need background music for sleep, relaxation, business, meditation, healing, spa, massage, or yoga – this is a
great choice for you! Enjoy! Download MP3 Peace And Joy by Mark Woollard A perky flute plays an inviting melody, which is accompanied by bright percussion and pizzicato strings. A warm track which conjures images of nature, childhood and romance. Download MP3 Eagle Flight by Yuri Rozenfeld A little sad melody beautiful combination of piano
and flute and bass in the background. Suitable for documentaries, music for love stories, romantic videos and sweet, nostalgic mood. Download MP3 Lovebirds by Mark Woollard A slow,serene and delicate piece.Led by acoustic piano and flute,this romantic track brings warmth and optimism to many productions. Download MP3 Moonlight Cowboy by
Mark Woollard A slow and atmospheric pop rock track with a western twist. Featuring bass, ethereal female voice and a strange whistle flute sound. This is underpinned by a chugging, light drumloop. Download MP3 Funny Children by Eitan Epstein Music A cute and very playful track. Great for funny scenes, funny animals, humor scenes, parody and
comical films and much more. Moods: childish, silly, sweet, amusing, idiotic, fatty, dumb, sneaky, lazy, cute and many more. Download MP3 Tropical Heaven by Mark Woollard A stylish funky and exotic house track. Featuring a low buzzing bassline, evocative pad chords and tropical pan pipes. Would be great for world culture, youth type productions,
rain forest, ethnic fashion show, travel videos, and hot beach parties. Download MP3 Easy Presentation by Andrea Bellina Corporate Easy Listening track with piano, palm mute guitar, bass, acoustic strummed guitar, synth and acoustic drums. Perfect for corporate presentations put in loop, conventions, company meetings and any kind of corporate
event. Great for youtube video as well. Ideal for advertisin agencies searching for the perfect background music for vooice over projects. Download MP3 Big Day Out by Geoff Harvey An exciting melody created using a variety of orchestral instruments provides an upbeat colorful theme suggesting Christmas Day or an exciting magical moment. Great
if used for animation or Children’s film scene. Perfectly captures the sound of Disney orchestration. Download MP3 Funny Clown by Elena Naumova Funny Clown is a funny comedy track. Bouncy, fun, curious, light and cheerful. Great for funny cartoons videos, circus videos, comic scenes and more. Download MP3 Happy Butterfly by Nazar Rybak
Uplifting is corporate business background music for presentation and documentaries needing inspiration music and motivation. This elegant background music has a nice minimal atmospheric mood. It is Airy and optimistic yet very positive and powerful. Piano and guitar delays have a pop rock vibe yet laid-back and emotive. Download MP3
American Story by AG Music An evocative piece of music, similar in style to Thomas Newman, played almost entirely on the marimba. There is a strong sense of narrative to the track despite its simple instrumentation and it would be perfect for any modern drama. Download MP3 Epic Explorers by Jon Wright An epic, energetic, dramatic and
adventurous orchestral track with spiccato strings, soaring horns and powerful percussion. Fantastic for conveying an uplifting, inspiring atmosphere in trailers, travel themed productions and games. Download MP3 Uplifting Inspiration by Premium TraX Thoughtful and inspiring light Pop featuring dreamy guitars, warm bass, atmospheric
synthesizers, and drums. Peaceful and positive track great for films and videos, documentaries, commercials, travel videos and much more. Uplifting composition for your great projects. Download MP3 Medieval Ballad by Erick McNerney A folk, Celtic-style guitar and flute piece. Great background music for rural scenes, medieval life, castles, taverns,
historical documentaries, distant times and places. Download MP3 Time To Play by Mikael Manvelyan Bright and cheerful children music, with happy, naive and uplifting feel. Perfect for education videos, funny cartoon animation, games for kids, celebration of a birthday party. Also good for commercials and entertainments. Download MP3 I Am
Carefree by Konstantin Savin Positive music performed by whistler, acoustic guitar and flute. Suitable background music for home family videos, vacation at the lake, simple life, roadtrips, gardening, fishing time, funny cartoon animations and so on. Download MP3 Art And Design by Jon Wright A light, intricate and sophisticated classical orchestra
track with vibrant spiccato strings and lively woodwinds. Great for conveying limitless imagination, creativity and intelligence. Download MP3 Corporate Strategy by Mikael Manvelyan Corporate music track with a motivational and inspiring feel. Perfect for business successful style, advertisement projects, high-tech product review, motivational and
corporate projects, commercials, presentations. Download MP3 Looking Forward by Manuel Ochoa Instrumental piece with piano, flute, and strings. Very positive and happy this acoustic music will be great for cinematic projects, commercials, corporate projects, tv spot and radio spots. Download MP3 Page 12 Classical Opening by Konstantin Savin
Background music performed by the classical orchestra. This melody evokes a feeling of elegance, happiness, and adventures. Great for commercials, Hollywood film trailers, inspiring stories, great achievements, and victories. Download MP3 Lonely Place by Sungtae Kim Atmospheric post rock track with electric guitars, drums, bass and synths. Use
anywhere a sense of emotional feel and reflection needs to be invoked. Download MP3 Pretty Things by Geoff Harvey The title says it all really. A combination of beautiful light instrumentals featuring chimes, delicate piano, and vibrant acoustic guitar. The track was designed for to convey a cute and sweet feel, whilst containing playful happy
elements making it useful for children, educational or animal themed projects. Download MP3 Happy Flute by Mark Woollard A jolly, uplifting, corporate track with a memorable flute line.Very summery and lighthearted. Also features soft drums and acoustic guitar. Download MP3 Lilac Dream by Rick Dickert Acoustic guitars play laidback
arrangement accompanied by melodic flute, piano, bass and percussion. Suggested for scenes depicting leisure, relaxation and rejuvenation. Also for underscoring narration, feel-good montages, heartfelt images in slideshows. Key of D, 133 bpm Download MP3 New Age Wonderland by Michael Musco This contemporary new age music combines a
modern and relaxing style while being peaceful and dynamic at the same time. The marimba lead fuses with the beautiful flute melody, soothing keys and soft bass to create a track perfect for nature, travel, ads, film and more. Download MP3 Dark Prog by Erick McNerney A dark, strange cinematic soundscape with a deep, questioning mood and a
repetitive percussive rhythm. Suitable for documentaries about mystery scenes, unanswered questions, ancient civilizations, conspiracy theory etc. Download MP3 Under Falling Water by Mark Woollard A flowing new-age type track, with a slight tropical feel. Features pan pipe, harp arpeggios and refreshing soft ,sparkling pads. Good for meditation,
yoga classes, zen moments, spa, retreats, relaxing nature videos etc. Download MP3 Handicraft by Mikael Manvelyan World music track featuring hang drum, flute, harp and world percussion. Useful for travel guides, jungle or rainforest footage, history, travel and discovery channel. Download MP3 Polkadot by Elena Naumova Very simple, light and
playful music in traditional folk dance style. Perfect background music to set the tone for different entertainment or children's projects. Such as circus, carousel, carnival, cheerful anniversary and so on. Download MP3 Thunderstorm by Mikael Manvelyan Electronic music track. Excellent for background music, web, video, presentations, high-tech
videos, technical sport scenes, dance floors and even listening. Download MP3 Call Of The Mountains by Geoff Harvey Traditional Scottish instrumentation such as Celtic Harp and Celtic Whistle combine to create a pleasant, flowing Scottish Highland melody featuring double bass and string. The melody itself contains emotional and traditional
Scottish aspects convey Scotland Highland Mountains and countryside. Download MP3 Timelapse by Jon Wright A sophisticated and lively chamber orchestra track with an intricate rhythmic vibe to convey the passing of time. A simple spiccato strings pattern slowly builds to include woodwinds, brass and percussion. Composed at 120BPM to easily
sync with an onscreen clock or video cuts. Download MP3 Magical Christmas Eve by Jon Wright A festive, fun, uplifting and lively cinematic orchestral score, full of childlike wonder and innocence. Great for trailers, presentations and projects that need a sprinkling of Hollywood Christmas. Download MP3 Apple Blossom by Rick Dickert Piano, strings,
flutes and percussion trade motifs a la Golden Age of Hollywood. Suggested for "happily ever after" effect as credits begin to roll in Powerpoint presentations, home movies, flash animations, etc. Key of E, 120 beats/min Download MP3 The Circles Of Life by AG Music An evocative piece of music, similar in style to Thomas Newman, played almost
entirely on the marimba. There is a strong sense of narrative to the track despite its simple instrumentation and it would be perfect for any modern drama. Download MP3 Paradise Vibe by Geoff Harvey Soft acoustic instrumentals overlaid with colourful ambient washes create a mild sense of escape and luxury. The melody itself is very flowing and
calming, making it useful for short travel, documentary or photography video show reels to convey relaxation and chilled out atmospheres. Download MP3 Beautiful Baroque by AG Music This original track sets the mood and gives the feeling of the joy of the holiday season, written in a Baroque-style as Bach, Mozart or Haydn. Very light classical and
elegant music track. Download MP3 Winter Fairy by Elena Naumova Bright and merry music performed by the orchestra. Festive music with pizzicato strings and a lot of bells creates festive, New Year and Christmas atmosphere. Download MP3 Christmas Wonder by Geoff Harvey Magical timely xylophone notes backed with soft sweeping strings and
choir vocals create an exciting fantasy style Christmas melody designed to convey happiness and the magical feeling that Christmas brings. The melody itself immediately offers a soft loving Christmas feel , then gradually builds up as the instrumentation is combined to create an amazing instrumental climax. Excellent if used with advertising for TV
commercials to imply love and sharing or to convey love and happiness. Highly useful for small Christmas themed projects or videos. Download MP3 New Technology by Christian Aen Bright, positive, confident, motivating, inspiring and uplifting minimal tech corporate music. Good for inspirational videos, media projects, corporate, life and travel,
motivational startup video production, websites. Download MP3 Earth Age by Michael Musco This cinematic new age music combines a modern and relaxing style while being peaceful and inspiring at the same time. The marimba lead fuses with the soothing keys, bouncy bass, and a dreamy flute to create a track perfect for travel, nature, cinema,
documentary, ads and more. Download MP3 Corporate Tune by Yoav Alyagon Inspirational and uplifting track featuring acoustic guitar, electric guitar, piano, strings, synth, glockenspiel, bass guitar and drums. This emotional and motivating track is great for trailers, commercials, motivational videos, corporate uses, product promos, presentations,
TV, radio and film. Download MP3 Gypsy Fusion by Erick McNerney A cool, hip fusion track. Combining the instrumentation and styles of Gypsy music, African Music, and European music. Perfect as a background, title screen, menu screen, or in a wide range of video projects. Download MP3 Growing Inspiration by AG Music Confidence and
optimism abound in these elevating tracks. Inspire your audience with a soft mood that's warm and joyful. Perfect for use in corporate video, positive advertisements and lively lifestyle programming. Download MP3 Mysterious Forest by Elena Naumova Simple and intrusive music box, celesta like a lullaby tune accompanied emotional symphonic
orchestra. This music brings a lot of suspense and fairy to your project. Download MP3 Playful And Creative by Yoav Alyagon This unique piece of music combines a playful childish tune with an emotional piano placed on a super-modern electronic groove. It sounds strong, creative, innovative, touching - Perfect for your media project! Main
instruments : Piano, Glockenspiel, Synth, Flute, Claps, Electronic Drums. Download MP3 Transience by Michael Adels Reflective song with acoustic guitar, cello, glockenspiel, celesta and soft pads. Slightly melancholic and full of bittersweet emotions. Download MP3 Page 13 Graceful Moments by AG Music Graceful Moments is a peaceful, quite with
a soft and worm pads and atmospheres and a cool Nylon guitar riff. Ideal for an atmospheric underscore, documentary films, nature, animals, travels etc. Download MP3 Epitaph Of Seikilos by Erick McNerney Written on a tombstone near Ephesus, this is one of the oldest surviving pieces of music in existence -written sometime between the years 200
BC and AD 100. This is not exact replication of the notated music, but is my rendition. The lyrical version (not contained here) is essentially a 'drinking song' and is about living life to the fullest. There is a beautiful nostalgic quality that is captured in the melody. A true folk song. Download MP3 First Look by Sungtae Kim Pulsing and bright cue, with
lots of percussive synths, booming drums and sweet piano. Positive and chill -perfect for corporate branding/presentation, website, reality TV, film or commercial. Download MP3 Ancient Passacaglia by Erick McNerney Inspired by the musical procedure of the baroque era known as the passacaglia, chaconne or ground base. The same bass note is
played through the track, while upper parts are varied and change throughout. With this track however, medieval instruments are utilized. Download MP3 Whisper Of The Heart by AG Music Whisper Of The Heart is a soft and quiet atmospheric track, with smooth and gentle guitar pads in the background. This beautifully reflected mellow piece is
perfect for film productions which looking to create a peaceful and heartwarming mood. Download MP3 Island Cops by Michael Musco This world music fuses together an island spirit with a modern vibe. The exotic marimbas play a positive tropical rhythm while the pan flute provides a beautiful melody. Download MP3 War Is Coming by Jon Wright
An emotional, powerful and dramatic orchestral soundtrack, with deep, dark strings, powerful horns, bass drums, snares and male choirs. Great for creating a Hans Zimmer style feeling of tension and awe. Conveys, honour, sacrifice and victory. Download MP3 Parisian Gipsy by Andrea Bellina Elegant bohÃ©mien track performed with classic guitar
and expressive flute, percussions and acoustic drums. Imagine you're sipping a sweet coffee in a sidewalk cafÃ© in the centre of Paris. Modern melodic background instrumental music ideal for restaurants, elegant pubs, hotels and shops. Download MP3 Sunbeam by Elena Naumova Light and gentle loop with harp, 2 block flutes and marimba. Good
for casual type games. Also can be used in projects related with children, nature etc. Download MP3 7 Miles To Lhasa by Andrea Bellina Instrumental ethnic chillout track featuring flutes, sarod, percussions, pads and acoustic drums. An evocative track great for Travel Channels, TV broadcasts, any chill and lounge playlist in your hotel, resort, club.
Great also for documentaries. Simple and peaceful melody to underscore your scenes. Ethnic Electronic Chillout Music Download MP3 One Million Kites by Jon Wright An elegant, uplifting chamber orchestra and piano track. Vibrant spiccato strings are accompanied by lively woodwinds and a light piano melody. Conveys a sense of happiness,
freedom, fun and warmth. Download MP3 Small Miracles by Jon Wright A passionate, touching piano piece, also with orchestral strings and an oboe. The emotional piano melody conveys reflection and tenderness. Great for trailers or projects that need an emotive atmosphere. Download MP3 Pride And Glory by AG Music Emotional and touching
military & patriotic style theme filled with an emotional arrangement of instruments, including strings, percussion, horns. A great track for communicating a sense of honor, sacrifice and glory. Download MP3 Night Ray by Yuri Rozenfeld Quiet smoothly flowing melody in a calm tempo. Main instrument flute, bass guitar and keyboards. Suited mainly
to the intro in the documentary filmes about nature, background projects and etc. Download MP3 The Great Wilderness by AG Music A great sensation of Ireland vist with a soft, calm, thoughtful soundscape with a little irish whistle melody in the distance. Very suitable for all Celtic-inspired scenes. Download MP3 Waving Memories by Mike Nowa
Positive, dynamic and uplifting pop track inspired of modern electro pop.Consisting of flute melody, electric guitar,bass guitar, dance drums and many synths. This track is great for youtube video, movies, games, advertising and others. Download MP3 Little Bird by Mike Nowa A cool, groovy and relaxed lounge track with electric piano, strong bass
line, clean guitars and beautiful flute melody.Will work well as video background for any positive moments in your life, advertisement, commercial TV and TV show, entertainment. Download MP3 Myths And Legends by Jon Wright An epic, cinematic, uplifting orchestral track with glorious horns, powerful percussion and ethnic celtic instruments. An
intimate, atmospheric start builds soon builds to a triumphant climax. Great for game and movie trailers and projects that need a confident, energetic soundtrack. Download MP3 King Of Thrones by Gari Biasillo Elegant, Dramatic and Majestic, this cinematic orchestral score feature lush strings, mellow brass, epic percussion, and woodwinds.
Influences by TV shows such as Game of Thrones, this music tells the story of knights clad in armour, sword fights, rescuing damsels in distress, and fighting dragons. Ideally suited for epic trailer music, video games, promos, commercials, film and TV. Download MP3 Healing Thought by Michael Musco This upbeat acoustic music is a joyful
combination of happiness, positive energy, and motivational vibes. The acoustic guitar and ukulele strum a bright rhythm while the strings and piano add sophistication. Download MP3 Balance Suite by Rick Dickert Chamber music style harpsichord composition with French horn, woodwinds, cello and percussion. Suggested for patriotic scenes,
customary military ceremonies, formal period rituals, political events, public service announcements and basic images of tradition and stability. Key of C, 125 beats/min Download MP3 Powerful Hip by Michael Musco This powerful hip hop fusion music is a strong mix of drama and emotion. The gritty hip hop beat is complimented with a soft flute that
dances to the beat. This dramatic music loop is great for a wide variety of applications including video game, sports, flash, ads, and more. Download MP3 Haunting Calm by Michael Musco This contemporary film score combines a haunting vibe with a uniquely mystical melody. The exotic bell melodies combine to create a fusion of sounds that scream
with emotion as the bass and drums add the drama. Download MP3 Spiritual Echoes by Dvir Zilverstone Spiritual new age lounge loop. Flowing uplifting tropical island music for world love, underwater, ecological, green tech, tranquility and hopes. Hypnotic meditative ambient in a clear and lively feel. Download MP3 African Tribal Journey by Geoff
Harvey A documentary style piece featuring a combination of traditional African instruments such as marimba, African Flute and Tribal drums. Added distant voice effects creates a soft, relaxing atmosphere with a sense of discovery and mystery. Download MP3 Forrest Furries by Geoff Harvey A delicate, bouncy childrens track suitable for cartoon or
animation purposes featuring Pizzicato Bass, Oboe, Xylophone, Strings and Celesta. A very quirky, yet colourful track featuring joyful uplifting flurrys of excitement and mischievousness with sweet and cute elements. Download MP3
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